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Hydrants .
to be
flushed
__..
-60y-residents-served by Murray Water District 3 are being
asked not to use their washers between 10 a.m. and 1
p.m. Friday while hydrants in
the area are being flushed.
The district begins at the
intersection of Johnny Robertson Road and Kentucky 94
West and goes westward.
For more information, call
Glen Windsor at 435-4143.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
staff, in addition to the universi- be release,: publicly without prior in the handbook may be a unique
• Laves.,o1.Absen,
Staff Writer
ty-wide employee manual, stemmed notificati«r. which did not -hap-. opportunity.
• Other Benefits
A handbdok for staff members from a meeting of the MSU Board pen in t1). case.
• Rights and Responsjt)ilities
"This
edited
will
probably
be
•
at Murray State University is near- of Regents in June..
The hard ruled that clear dis- by the folks over at human resources
• Services and Opp(irtunities
ly a reality.
During that meeting. the regents tinctions 1'7Lio he made between uni- every time they want to do a
Herndon. said he hopes the list
Members of the MSU Staff Con- addressed the problems created by versity policy and procedure and reprint,- he said. "This is proba- will be completed by December
gress took Wednesday afternoon MSU President Kern Alexander's .orderedahat not only a new fag.: bly the only time we'll ever get . The next Staff Corigre.s meeting
to Whittle down an extensive list .decision to release student facul- ulty handbook be dratled•,• but One .
is scheduled for Dec. S.
s
On. what's in there."
of Proposed topics and headings that ty evaluations to the Student Gov- for staff meMbers- as well.
y
Major headings in
iand
at an. ideal time. Herndon' _said
could eventually Make up the hand- ernment Association.
According to Staff Congress .book currently' include:
there
book.
been some concern+.
According •td• the old faculty President Orville Herndon, the
• Interpretation and Rights
The need to establish separate handbook, evaluations are consid- opportunity for staff members to
.• Employment
handbooks for MSU faculty and ered personnel records and cannot choose y, hat topics are addrestied
• l'ay roll and Working Hour,

Panel offers
guide to
boost state's
child care

City teen
reported
missing-.

'

A Murray teen-ager who ran
away from home last -month
despite a court order to live
with her mother on South Ninth
Street has been reported missing again.
.
A missing persons bulletin
for Amanda Renee King, 15,
was. issued Oct: 19, the. last
day her mother, Kathy Rogers,
saw .her.
King left home Oct. 4 and
was gone until Oct. 13 when
McCracken County sheriff's officials found her in the Lone
Oak area, where she and her
mother used to live until moving to Murray about two years
ago, Rogers said.
"I really don't feel like she's
in the Murray area," Rogers
said of the latest disappearance.
Murray police received a
report early, last week that someone saw her in Benton, according to Detective Capt. Bobby
Holmes
King is about 5-foot-4,
weighs approximately 105
pounds and, when last seen.
had dyed-red shoulder length
hair with bangs across the forehead.

Solo rower
plans press
conference
LOUISVILLE. Ky.:(AP.) — Tori
Murder',' who is.. attempting to
become the first woman and
first American-to,row solo across
the Atlantic, is . planning her
second press. conference at
•-• sea 'today 'via... satellite -telephone. .
The Louisville woman is less
than 500 miles'from shoreand
press agents. are already lining up . interviews to cap her
3,000 'mile journey. She plans
to land at Guadeloupe. a Rend)
island in the West Indies around
Nov. 24.
.
Murden will talk via satellite phone to media representatives who gather today at
Brown-Forman Corp.
Brown-Forman Beverages
Worldwide Wine Group and Fifth
Third Bank are sponsors of
Murden's trip.
Murden's first press conference aboard her 23-foot boat,
the •American Pearl. was Oct.
20.
.)
Tonight... Most)/ c.ear. Low
around 40 East wind 5
mph.. Becoming light and variable.
Friday...Mostly sunny and
mild. High 70 to 75.
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LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API - A state task force studying
early childhood issues- is recommending broad improve. ments in How Kentucky cares for more than a quarter-million children.
.The recommendations include improved health care for
children and. pregnant women, tax break', to families w ith
young children and a better system of regulating child
care centers. .
I
The 27-page report by the Governor's .Early Childhood
Task Force is expected to guide Patton in dey eloping legislation in January. It was released Wednesday.
The recommendations come at Li:Utile v. hen Goy. Paul
Patton is searching for about $130 million' to make up an
expected shortfall in tax receipts next yelir.
•
"I don't know how the governor. -proposes to pay tor
this said House Speaker Jody Richttrd, 1)-13owlint: Green
Richards still predicted the 20(11) Goneraf• Assembly would
pass early childhood legislation in sonic torni
The report is called "Kids Now . Kenttiefo. InvestS in
Developing Success.- It does not specify a price tag on
the recommendations. some of w Inch are to increase the
BERNARD KANE Ledqe, S Trnes photo number of state child-chre center inspectors and to provide
NEEDING HELP...Judge Fred Sarile watches as "inmate" Andrea Dolchan calls for bail money dur- state-funded hearth insurance- to- chrld-care employees..
ing Wednesday's fund-raiser for the March of Dimes in front of Lowe's.
- A recent study by the Kentuck‘ Long-Term Polic),
Research Center said it would cost as much as $6.4 iiil...
lion a year to significantly impro% e. the state's 3.000 daycare centers.
In a recent interview, Patton said budget writers are
FRANKFORT, K. ( AP) — Ken- • direction" on managed care for Med- , Meanwhile, the cost for each recip- looking for possible cuts' in current programs. Patton also
tucky's rev, secretary for health serv- icaid, the state-federal health insurance ient was on the increase, reaching $5.202 has talked about using tobacco settlement money.
ices":" may be reconsidering a plan to program for the poor and disabled.
at the same point.
The research center's study said that child care in Ken
put Medicaid recipients .under eight
He also said he asked Helton "to
The .managed-care issue iS signifi- tuck, like that in mbst. other states. "is not high-qual :
r
different managed-care health plans.
come into this job with no precoh- cant because the administration is bank- It said wages for caregivers in Kentucky. which a‘eragt
Each plan .was intended to be a ceived notions."
ing on It to cut ..Medicaid costs by $6.37 an hour. are lower than in most states
regional partnership of" health care
Helton succeeded John Morse.. for millions of dollars. Helton said he
Gov. Patton established the 25-member task force last
providers. Only two of eight regions whom the phasing-in of eight region- believes managed care can save money March with a mix of legislators. business executives, aca— Louisville and the greater Lexing- al partnerships was a major part of without sacrificing quality of care.demics and others, and asked them to produce a20-‘eat
ton area — are up and running. Both the job.
N.unr1 said there now is sentiment plan for improving the lives of.the state... youngest resihave been beset with problems in billing,
The initiative originated in the admin- in the- General Assembly to scrap the dents and their families.
drug costs and negotiating rates. among istration of Pauon's predeces)or, for- _ regional approach and hire a contracThe •report frames improvement'- in early childhi.!od ervother things:
mer Gov. Brereton Jones, who succeeded tor to run Medicaid..
ICeS and programs as both an economic-deyelopment 'issue
"We're developing alternative cours- in getting a waiver from federal .Med-The plan that w e•ee been imple- attracting jobs to the state and as -the nest logical step
es of action if they're indicated." Health icaid laws to permit managed care. menting is not the one that was enyi- in Kentucky's edticational-improvement effort:: which PatServiCes Secretary Jimmy Helton told Putting it into 'practice has been a sioned- in the Jones administration, ton has ,made a centerpiece of his -l-y
, Nunn said. -I don't see any way that
a small group of legislators Wednes- headache for years.
day.
"Welcome to our nightmare." state we can implement the partnerships as
the
Mike Bose, a spokesman for Greater Louisyitle
Helton said he intended to make a • Rep. Steve Nunn, R-Glasgow, told Hel- currently being undertaken."
area's chamber of commerce, said that improY mg chit
proposal to Gov. Paul Patton within a ton on Wednesday..
Legislators want an alternative rec- dren's success in schools would help business recruiters
month.
" In Kentucky, 518,000 people were ommendation from Helton. "or else oy ercome Kentucky's Image as a
ard sfate" that
When hiring Helton in September. eligible for Medicaid coverage in the we may be taking some initiatises- doesn't care about education
Patton said there was ."no reason to fiscal year that ended June 30. l99s
believe there would he an \ change in That total was on the decline.

Report
cites need
to improve
teaching

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state's high-tech contractor for
recouping
misspent Medicaid
money claims to have sniffed out ,
$30 million or more in overpayments.
It prompted state Rep. Jack Coleman, a critic of the contract with
Sapient Corp., to wonder why the
state's own system failed to detect
multiple billings.
"I could have taken a, manual
typewriter and found what they
found,- Coleman, D-Burgin. said
Wednesday.
Medicaid Commissioner Dennis Boyd said the state system
for processing and paying Medicaid claims does, in fact, have
detection devices.
But. Health Watch Technoiogies. a Sapient spinoff actually.
doing- the work. is perusing • five

-

BERNARD KANEiLedger & Times photo
A MATTER OF TIMING.. Jason Munday and Kevin Suiter are all business as they
rehearse for Thursday night's Murray State University Percussion Ensemble performAlice In the Performing Arts Hall Wednesday afternoon.
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After a decade of Iry mg to reform
Kentucky education, much work
remains, a report- released by a
prominent advocacy group concludes.
The report. released Wednesday by the Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence, says the
most visible changes ha‘e non
required reforms in teaching practices.
There's more money for education and nationwide test scores
are higher. What's missing is the
need within claSsrooms for.change.
"Too many educators say,'and
believe. 'We've done all we can
• do,'
report concludes..
s
It. cited three' special needs:

WASHINGTON (AP) —4 After
weeks of delay, the. Senate confirmed two nominees to the Tenociseat Valley Authority board of
directors.
Skila Harris and former Tupelo,miss., -Mayor Glenn McCullough
were among a package of nominees approved by unanimous voice
vote Wednesday.
The two TVA nominees had
been blocked by Sen. Barbara
Boxer. D-Calif., and other Democrats who wanted a vdte on two
long-stalled California judicial nom-

trade that in on another one."
Herndon said. "I'm not sure if 'it
expressed by secretarial staff mem- -will--4ver make it off the ground."
berg that more employees may be
Providing the money for those
needed to handle the ever-increasing amount of students at the uni- computers. fi.om a university standpoint, may not sit well with all
versity.
employees. •Herndon said conits
"If sOmebody's work load is-doubled. that's what we need' to hear cerns had already been expressed
about.- Herndon. said.'"With soak' about the amount of money, the
of ,these issues, it takes time to university contributes to employbuild and come into its own."
CuriZntl y.-- SI;-eontributes-$3:2-1
floated around the-urnw cl.
lo
versa), that woul provi e every insurance costs. That figure, howfull-time , student with a laptop ever, has not changed for several
computer. 'creating a "laptop uni-. years, according to Kelly' Buffinv'ersity."
gton, .Staff Congress vice presi"Basically, the students would dent. Since insurance rates conpay $600 a Semester and be sup- tinue -to rise, etfiplostees could be
'plied with .a laptop computer, and called on to pay more for .insurthen after two years. they could

Sen. Bill Frist, R-Tenn.. who
had called for Vice President Al
Gore to break up the Senate stale-

I I t
uiagc
S,'gut to be
poSitive for the business community. and I think they'll support
him on this," Bose said.
They include providing vitamins,
especially folic acid, to pregnant
women to help reduce birth defects
such as spina bifida. Kentucky has
.the nation's highest rate of spina
bifida, the report notes.
Other priorities included establishing_ a four-star rating. system
for day-core centers; developing
scholarship programs to attract and
_retain bhild,care _workers; and
developing a series of publiC-priv-ate "partnerships" acrosg the state
WNW

years' data, during which the con- _
tract - for handling claims passed
from EDS, to Unisys, Boyd said.
Asked .why the.state's own sy stern failed to detect mistakes so
basic as multiple billings, newly.
appointed Health Services SecreáijIJimmy Helton said it was a,
good question.
Part of Sapient's contract is' to
identify fraiiciii the s stern and‘
correct them, Helton said in an inter"If we're not learning something from this, we're not doing
our joti,"- he-said-.
Tho company claimed to have
found cases.,in which physicians
performed one urinalysis but routinely charged for as many as five,

Also two dentists at Opposite ends
of the ,state supposedly submitted
laitns ,for -extracting the same
tooth, from, the, same patient on
the same day.
The company's -contract with
the state gives it 4 sliding scale
-percentage of what it collects,. starting at 20 percent.'
Helton's; cabinet has sent letters asking more than 2,500 doctors, dentists, labs and medicalsupply-lompanies to pay back $14
million. The company's share would
be 52.8 million.
On Tuesday. the chief executive officer of Health Witch Technologies told a congressional subcommittee that the company had
devised a _computer tracking
tern- like no other.

O

upon ourselves:- • Nunn said.
State Rep. .Eleanor Jordan. ()Louisville,said she, too. was,"really beginning'. to . get frustrated" by
problems with, the managed-care

mate, "is pleased that the north
nations went through," said his
spokeswoman Margaret Camp.
Both Harris and McCullough were endorsed by voice .vote last
month by the Senate Environment
and Public Works
President Clinton nominated Harris. a
former special assistant to the vice
president. and chief, of staff for
Gore's wife. Tipper. •

committee.

The three-person TVA board
currentl has had Oust one
r,
t. airman raven row-ell. It's'the longest period the 66year-old utility has operated with
a single board member,

that would help coordinate the
dekelopment and funding of new
programs. •
_Mite widrff*..hei`i di no Ki:
tucky Child Care Policy Council,
which advises the state Cabinet
for Families and Children, said
she .liked the rating-system rec:
ommendation because she has heard
parents 'complain about the lack
of information available when
choosing child care.
Widman,. who served on one
of several subcommittees that
advised -the tusk farce, alsa_said,,
she was pleased with the reCommendation that State-paid health
insurance be -offtzred to-day-care
employees- who work with manY
poor children.

partnership in her city..
State Sen. Walter Blevins.
West Liberty. advised Helton
against trying to'impose managed
care in rural- areas like his own
until problems w'ith the LouisVille
and Lexington-area regions arc
solved.

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
IN REMEMBRANCE.,.Captain William Holman, a captain in
the U.S. Navy Reserves, talks with Postmaster and Vietnam
vet Mark Kennedy before dinner Wednesday night at the
Heartland House.

cans in this century have fought
Surrounded by veterans from four major wars
outside US boracross Kentucky and school chil- ders
and said while everyone prays
dren, Gov. Paul Patton proclaimed that-won't happen
in the 21 century,
Nov. 7-_13 as Veterans' Week and should it ever be necessary ..."we
Nov. II as Veterans' Day in the
as a nation will continue-to have
commonwealth. More than 355,000 :the will to fight and die to protect
veterans live in Kentucky.
our freedom as (he people in this
"On behalf of all the people of century haver-demonstrated they are
-Kentucky. we +hank the veterane- -- willing to do."
- - -who have sacrificed and served to
Patton told the children in 1-the
protect our freedoni." Patton said. audience that war is. the 'ultimate
"We want eVeryone to have the op-- t-epression of people's inability to
portunity to pause and think about he fair to each other. "Remember,
the gratitude we owe these men and violence is not the best way to rewomen who have served us so solve disputes. As the next genera.well. That's why this is a legal state - tion :of leaders, it's _your responsiholiday honoring veterans."
bility to learn to resolve disputes
The-governor noted that Amen - without yiolence." he said,

From Page 1

improved academic achievement.
--Better preparation in college Community support for early childof tiew teachers and better refresh- hood initiatives is especially invartraining throughout their careers. iant, the report said:
Teachers know less than policy• The fact that middle school stumakers •assumed • they did about dents lag elementary
and high
how to improve their teaching, the school students. has -increasingly
report said.
.
been a topic. The report says the
--Better reading instruction, par- phenomenon is national, not unique
ticularly in early grades, and reme- to Kentucky.
dial reading for middle schoolers
Susan P. Weston,'one of the
-who need . it.- -Accelerated reading
improvement "will move everything' 'repdres researchers, -said there is
else along." the report said.
no reason to think middle school
—A general demand by more performance will improve when
of the public — parents. business bright children now in elementary
leaders, other 'citizens — for school; get there

www.stihlusa.com

Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
November 10, 1999.

Your neighbors
will never see the
price tag.
It's the most affordable Stihl chain saw you can buy.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Camden, Tenn., 'resident
.Ainanda Cooper was released from
the hospital early this morning follovying treatment for an injured
right arm that was pinned beneath
an overturned van after a one-vehicle accident.
Cooper. 22, was thrown 'from
the .van just aftet 1 a.m.'after the
dri'ver.-Christina1,'Forrest. also 22
from Camden. swerved to avoid

hitting a dog, according to a Calloway County Sheriff's Department
report.
Po/Test's van went off the road
as she was northbound on Johnny
Robettson Road near Kentucky 94
West, hit a culvert and went along
an embankment until overturning,
the report said.
Cooper was treated for a cut to
the forearm and released, according
to a Murray-Callov, ay County Hos_
pital spokesman.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Count 1.1\+ enforcement officials plan to sere two warrants on
a Paducah man Monday when he is
in court facing three charges that he

agreed ta put vinyl siding or/ homes
in Murray -and Calloway County,
got a down payment, then failed to •
do the job„ •
A sixth charge of failure ,to
make required disposition of'property more than $300 is pending
against Charles -Roberts. said Calloway County SheriffStan Scott.
As owner of Homemasters Inc.,
Roberts allegedly got the homeowners to sign a contract to get vinyl siding installed, Scott said.
He allegedly collected i down
payment of about $1.500, although
one resident claims to have paid
about $10,000. Scott said.
Roberts faces similar charges in
Marshall and McCracken counties.

Are you readyfor agril/7l,7

PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentudcy
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut• South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK

Murray Home 8 Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571

Our demonstration is a ****-V
in one-fourth the time!

You Can Count
On Us To Solve
Your Problems
Quickly.

O

AdvantiumTM — GE's innovative new oven that cooks
great tasting food in an average of one-fourth the
time it takes in a conventional oven-using light.
Join us for a demonstration of the oven that is
changing the way America cooks.

INSURANCE
ran
Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

AdvantiumTM — Cooking at the speed of life.

302 N. 12th St
Murray
753-5842

A Nov. 9 Ledger & Times story
about the Murray-Calloway County Crime Stoppers board meeting
reported that the Tri-County Area
Drug Task Force bought $7,000
in surveillance equipment. The Calloway County Sheriff's Department bought the equipment, which,
Sheriff Stan Scott said, will be
used if needed during the office's
participation in the task force

Please Join Lis For Our Demonstration
Fri., Nov. 12- Noon-4 p.m. and Sat., Nov. 13- 11 a.m.-3p.m.
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
2,5-5
Pick 4:
3-4-3-7

212 Main St., Murray • 270-753-1586
Store Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5 00 p m . Saturday 8:00 a.m.-300 p.m.

mune yapphance Owlo net

9- I -3-8
Cash 5:
2-16-20-22-24
Lotto:
4-20-23-34-35-37
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EgyptAir Flight 990's autopilot disconnected

to
in

Flight 990 took off early Hal- also was tracked oti. radar.
Hall also said the safety board
loween morning from New York's
Kennedy International Airport, ris- was forming a coMmittee to review ing to 33,000 feet before plung- the fliglii recorder data. a routine
ing into the sea south of Nan- action.
tucket Island, Mass., about 40 minHe identified the participants as
utes after takeoff. All 217 people the NTSB: the. Federal' Aviation
-aboard were tilled..
Administration;-Egyptian authoriInvestigators have not ruled out ties: the Boeing to., Which made
any possible cause. including aircraft: and Pratt & -Whitney, which
mechanical failure. -human eraor, made the tw 0. engines that powsabotage and terrorism.
ered it.
. The flight data recorder was
Hall did not mention the FBI,
dec.° ed t capture over 150 typvs which likel • -woula bi _involved
5 aircraft suspected that the
systems during a rolling 25-hour recorder documented any cnmma
. activity. he agency continues to
period.
Among'them were such things
as the plane's altitude, speed, spin
and rQll. when electrical power
was cut off, and how the autopilot functioned.
On Wednesday. the safety board
1001 Whitnell Dr.
gave the public its first :glimpse
KY 42071-1040
Murray,
of the .badly, dented orange hot'sHEADS
cockpit voice recorder, when'it is ec — the cause of .a: 1991 crash - ing that contained the recOraet: as
recovded, .that can help us;put of another Boeing 767 in Thai.: well as the beige tape recorder itself.
Publisher
Walter L Apperson
The unit had . been pulled 'out of
this' information in context,- Jim - land.
'
Alice Rouse
Mgr.
General
Thrust reversers are used to the ocean a day earlier.
Hull, chairman of the National
Amy Wilson
Editor
Managing
showed
- Hall said the 'recorder
Transportation Safety Board, said slow nan airplane upon touchdPwri
Jim Green
Advertising Mgr.
Wednesday as heJevealed the first with the.runway. One of EgyptAir's that the plane did not hit superWyatt
Kathy
Mgr.
Classifieds
bits of information from the plane's reversers was out of service at the sonic speed in its initial descent.
.
Boggess
Rita
Mgr.
Office
.comment
on--ho
He
not
did
—
time of the crash.
flight data-recorder.
Jeff Duncan
Circulation Mgr.
-There is no evidence of thrust the airplane behaved after. a brief
Hall said the New York-to-Cairo
flight had been cruising normally reverser deployment in the data climb shown by radar data, or in
READER INFORMATION
its final plunge to- the ocean. which
at 33.000 feet when the autopilot we have." Hall said'
Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927

WASHINGTON (AP) — With disconnected. .That is unusual,
the flight data recorder - from because the plane was just beginEgyptAir Flight 990 showing things ning its hours long cruise across
were normal until the autopilot mys- the Atlantic Ocean. Hall refused
teriously disconnected, investigators to say if the autopilot disconnected
looking into the Oct. 31 crash say manually or automatically.
About eight seconds later, the
it is all the more important, that
they recover the plane's coCitint flight "begins what appears to be
a controlled descent" from 33.000
voice recorder.
The search for that second "black feet to about 19,000 feet, Hall
box" continued early today amid said.
rubble piled 6 feet high. some 250
The recorder stopped shortly
feet deep in the Atlantic Ocean afterward, and the final.five to 10
-reeordef-- --',murals of information-On- its -tape
off -Rhode
y no on y-teY
were saying to eaCh other, but ty board technicians. Without that
what other0,,noises Or alarms were information, details from the cockaddible in the cockpit.
pit tape or more analysis of radar
In Boeing airplanes. for exam- data showing that the plane later
ple. an alarm sounds if the autopi- climbed briefly before plunging to
lot' disciinnect button isn't pressed' the ocean, -investigators are- haytwice in 'a row. — a way to pre- ing difficulty explaining the crash'.
vent the Pilots from 'missingan
Hall dashed speculation that the
•accidental disengagement.
plane's initial" plunge Was caused

monitor the- inve.stigation.
The search for the cockpit Voice
recorder was being' Conducted by
two remote-controlled underwater
robots, Deep Drone and Magnum.
Heavy 'seas .-were forecast' for
today. followed, by the possihilit
__,of • good weather on Friday and
•
Saturday.
The civilian salvage ship Carolyn Chouest, which was managing the Magnum, planned to remain
on acette .45 10110 .1's CI /t1l11111111,

19
LEDGER & TIMES

permitted. It was being accompanied by Coast Guard and Navy
spins.
. "Weather conditions continue to
-arive the pace of the operation,"
•

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916
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Solos anti Teams!
1,200 Is;J:.- Average Length ofHaul

•95% No Touch

Assigned Freightliners *Safety Borrasca *Medical in 30 Days

1-800-729-9770
seledercertaing,com
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CHEROKEE HILLS
STEAK HOUSE
For any special occasion or to make any
occasion special... Dine At The Ranch!
Open Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sun. at 4 p.m.

Columbine gunmen made tapes
()to. ( Api

of becoming celebrities.
"Dissemination Of this infor-Gunmen Eric Harris -and Dylan
mation 'might •alkiw (Klebold and
Klebold ma'de several videotapes- is) to accomplish their goal."
Harr
describing events leading up to
Jensen said.'And 'we don't want
the Columbine High -School Masthem to appear to aChiexe that
sacre in an apparent, bid to become
status. So we will fight tooth and
,•
famous, authorities said.
nail to prevent dissemination of
those. materials:".
"I've not 'reviewed all of it, but
A short transcript of the tapes
it is disturbing, to say 'the least."
is to be read on Friday at the
Jefferson County Deputy District
sentencing of 22-year-nld Nlark
AtitiniQ, Steve Jensen said WednesManes.'who- 'has pleaded guilty to
day. "It's is obvious that these
supplying the gunmen with 'a semiguys wanted to become cult heroes
automatic pistol. He faces. up I,
of some kind.'
18 years in prison.
The transcript is expected to
reveal new information about
\LARK:N. Ky.(AP) — Former for probation by having a history target-practice outing shortly before
Crittenden' County Clerk Danny of being a good citizen and by the shootings, along with furthei
Byfora*. won his four-year battle being highly regarded by a major- details of the *gun sale.
Jensen char,acterized one of the
to .eseafie prison, but he will he ity of his fellow countians."
Byford, 43, was accused of ini- tapes as a "memorial tape" on which
on . probation for five years.
„Circuit Judge Tommy Chandler. tiating a scheme in which he would Harris and Klebi;Id. mention Manes
said that Byford, who pleaded guilty delay making deposits to his offico and Philip. Duran, 22. v. ho is
last month to misappropriating account and 'then use the money charged. with helping Duran with
$58,000 in county funds, met his for his own benefit. Prosecutors said the gun sale.
criteria for placing a defendant on he was able to borrow $58,000
in public funds without paying interprobation.
'It was not a crime of violence est.
. Chandler said one condition of
to a person or property. and he
had no criminal record," Chandler the probation is that an audit of
said after Tuesday's sentencing."He Byford's 1998 accounts be clear
appeared to be a good candidate of any irregularities.
• L1TTLET(

Klebold and Harris': .killed 12
Columbine students and .a teacher
before committing- suicide. on April
20.
Investigators say the tapes found
at the homes of the two teens
appear to have been made specifically for police, The Deriver Post
reported today. Details, including
Content -and how many tapes there
are, were not immediately known.
Jensen said officials had not.
revealed the existence of the videos
because Klebold and Harris may
have made them with the intent

Former clerk gets probation

Subscription Rates
All , subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.
1 month 56.50 6 months $37.50
$75.00
3 months $18.75 1 year
BY MAIL

1 YR. $98.00

Mailed in Calloway Cc . Benton. Hardin.
Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky. By
mail to other destinations,' price is$135:00
per year
Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays. July 4,
Thanksgiving Day, Chnstmas Day and
New Years Day. Periodicals postage paid
at Murray. KY POSTMASTER Send
address changes to THE MURRAY
LEDGER AND TIMES. P.O. Box 1040.
Murray. KY 42071-1040

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call The circulation dept. between
5100-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday Or 4 305 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916

Wednesday, Thursday & Sunday
,..or choose from .our regular menu
$450

Peel & Eat Shrimp 1/4 Lb.
Served with a tangy cocktail sauce

.

Seafood Gumbo

S3.75

Chili

52.49

Homemade with a sbecia: cajun blend that is just ',oh!
Homemade with fresh ingredients seasoned just right

$18.95

Sirloin Dinner For Two
Potato Salad Baked Beans and a Hot Yeast Roll

$8.95

Texas Prime Rib Dinner
Potato Salad Baked Beans and Texas Toast

Chop Sirloin Steak

$6.95

BBO Pork Plate

$6.95

Potato Salad Baked Beans and a Hot Yeast Roll

Potato Salad. Baked Beans and a Hot Yeast Roll

BBO Pork Rib Dinner

$9.95

Potato Salad. Baked Bears and Texas Toast

$8.49
58.99
56.95

Fajitas Chicken or Steak
Fajitas Combo Chicken and Steak
Prime Rib Sandwich
Served with potato

PATTY'S HOMEMADE PIZZAS
-Made with fresh ingredients'''.

10" Cheese
14" Cheese
Cherokee Hills Special

Murray Ledger & Times (LJSPS 306-700)
Times is a member of the
Murray Ledger
Press
Kentucky
Associated
Press,
Association and Southern -Newspapers
The
Associated
Publishers Association
Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times

•. S6.00
$8.00
10" $6.95

,

Call Now & Book Your Holiday Parties Rooms
Available For 10to 150People
For

Reservations Call 270-436-5566 KY •901-232-6006 TN
South go approx.15 miles to KY/TN line. Follow signs.

Hwy. 121
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WITH GTE PREPAID, YOU NEVER HAVE TO WORRY

Only
ABOUT BEING HIT WITH A BIG MONTHLY BILL. Now you
31I
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Area
$7,000
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each

can have complete control over your wireless spending. Because GTE
awk 1;13

Not Shown
Actual Size

Prepaid lets you buy talk time in advance. Then when you run out,
you just buy more. There's no annual contract or credit check to sweat

simmirmar

1111
M...V
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Now Available-At:

over, either. Which means you can finally get

UMITED-TIME OFFER

The Gallery • Mr. Postman
Pier 1 • Commerce Center

a wireless phone and stillget a good night's rest.

$79.

Sponsored by:

ltsiturray-Calloway County
KENTUCKY

a

• Chamber Of Commerce

res ea. started arta a Owe
and 10 manses DI iota
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CALL 1-800-800-4GTE NOW
i

For Information on corporate sales, call 1-806-897-3170

GTE Wireless Agent:
-Twin Lakes Office Products
•

1-800-800-4GTE
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Who's to blame?

here
I was leafing through a clothing catalog the other day and marveling at the rich colors and styles
being promoted for the millennium parties.
Gorgeous velvets and silks are
festooned with lots of silver and
gold to mark this special occa•
.••••-•sion '
After all, everyone will be cel-ebrating the entrance of 2000.
. But before I could allow myself
to .pick out an outfit, reality hit.
When the new year rolls around,
it- is doubtful that I will be up to
donning ball regalia, especially hose
and heels. •
I don't think that any of the
outfits pictured in the catalog had
built-in nursing slits or extra tummy
room to accommodate someone
recovering from a c-section.
Decvntl2er is baby lime...,
Several months ago. I wrote-a column in which I outlined _the race
for the first baby of-the neiv year.
Well, we missed. Target due
'date is Dec. .22. but since a C.- section is in the works for me,
chances are I will already be out
of the hospital by then.
The second time around is very
different from the first time. The
only thing that these twit have in
common is that I am carr3ing
boy for the second- time. -!
The worries are still there. _but
definitely not as intense. I remember after Austin's ultrasound that
I was afraid that he would' he
born with a pig nose. Fortunate
ly. that wasn't the case!
'Since I had Austin at 36 week,

band.
Pegra
grand
Th
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WILLFUL THOUGHTS

AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
I, have been hustling *around trying to make sure. that all is:ready
That
compliCated by a mandate from the doctor that I work
half days and rest for the remainder - because of swelling.
But as long as we can stick to
a schedule w ith no surprises (yeah.
right!) all should go according to
"I will take my _six weeks
off from work and then back to,
the routine - with ,a few ,
,
adjust-ments!
•
•••
,
•
•
The worse part about being on
half days is not having a good
television menu.
•
'The middle of the day has been
taken over by 'talk show gurus
who bring paternity tests, unruly
teens and unnatural body partsAo
the screen.
I would much rather watch a
rerun of ER or Married With Children than listen to Jenny Jones
do her thing.
At least I'm spared having to
watch Jerry Springer!
But I do have to wonder
-about
the people who sit home day after
day watching these shows. How
healthy can it be?
I have yet to see -a show featuring normal people with normal

problems.
And yes, I can catch up on all
the talk shows simply. by flipping
channels!
At least 'I have been able to
keep myself from getting immersed
in the soap operas!! .
We are currently working on a
project called Times 2000, which
is- an informative .Y2K answer
guide.
Wo will be looking at potential Y2K problems on the local
level, as well as sharing what companies have done to become compliant.
That project is slated for the
latter part of November. If you
have any questions,or Would like
to suggest a story, please give me
a call.
We are also working on a project that examines the past 100
years in Murray and Calloway
•
County.,
We need old photos from you
to include in the publication. They
will he' returned once we input
them into our computer system.
We are especially looking for
significant people. places and
things..
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It's bad enough that Kentuck
schools are so hard-pressed for math
ANALYSIS
and science teachers that many
classes in those critical subjects
•. are being taught by. teachers with
little or no college preparation in
those areas.
TODD DUVALL
But now we learn that thouSyndicated Columnist
sands of Kentucky children with
special needs are in . classrooms
S1.00.000-a-y ear
with teachers who also have lit- those needs — and the kind of s:rossin
• WASHINGTON (AP) — Should
dedication
required
to
make
-a
career
threshold,
we
have
ilt-prepared
spetle or- no formal preparation for
a presidential candidate be required
of
special
education
—
surely
mdst
-cial education teachers who may
their important work.
AP ANALYSIS
.to
know the heads of Pakistan.
be earning less than S30.000 for India.
The State School Board was be nearly impossible..
Taiwan
and
Chechny
'
Education:Commissioner Wilmer what certainly is among the most
told last week that there are 665_Maybe so, maybe not. This- much
teachers across Kentucky with only Cody..-Set to leave Kentucky at difficult and Challenging jobs _in is certain: The way George W.
emergency or probationary certifi- the end.1 of-the-year, blamed ,school public education.
Bush handled his pop quiz on forRON FOURNIER
Cody is -right about the law of eign policy suggests he's still not
cates that allow them to teach districts for the serious shortage
supply and demand. but school ready for the tests ahead.
children With learning or behavior of special education teachers.
Associadd Press Writer
• "It's a supply and demand issue," systems must be made to abide
.
_
disorders.
"Wait. Wait.' Is this 50_ quesTeachers with probationary cer- Cody told the_state 'board, "To by it instead -of simply finding tions?" a flustered Bush asked the Iris ia experts; they want a leader National Security aLhiser tinder
tificates have at least nine hours attract people" to do it, you've got someone to take over a special 'Boston television reporter .who who has a clear \ ision for Amer- President Carter. said he could
have answered only two of Hiller's
of special education training. No to pay more money.: Every other education class on a probationary posed four surprise questions. The ica's future."
When it came time to deliver, questions."Bush fumbled and slum.training is required for an emer--- enterprise I know meets the mar- or emergency certificate.
Republican front-runner got one
Bush failed.
blect•but quite honestly I don't think
gency certificate, although a teacher ket or goes .out of business."
- If state laW were to forbid any- name right, admittedbe didn't know
Schools, of course, cannot go
-He,
let
Hiller
get
under
his
skin.
that
anybody would think it is sigis expected to get the training
one teaching special education the other three.- and Ambled on
out of buSiness, and they Must
-asking the interviewer to name the nificant," he said.
eventually.
..
the
crisis
in
Pakistan..
without a college degree in that
• Both kinds of certificates are :meet the needs of their students. very field, districts would be forced
Democratic presidential candiAnd he looked badly doing it. foreign minister of'Mexico.- When
Hiller drew a blank. Bush launched date Bill Bradley said the queswhether in science_ or special edurenewed each year.
to go find those specialists and to glaring off camera after dressing
into a pale imitation of the well- tions were 'a little out of left
All told, there are 86,000 chil- cation.
down
the
interviewer
withi.a
conThe chronic shortage of special pay whatever the 'market will bear voluted rebuke — his jaw clenched rehearsed reply. •
dren in the state enrolled in some
field."
for their talents and experience.
. "What I'm suggesting to you
type of special education class, so education teachers, however, leaves
Bradley's rival, Vice President
in
anger
Or
frustration.'
(The same., of course, applies
depending on class itze, probably districts seeking emergency or pro- The episode is unlikely to dam- is. if you can't -name the foreign Al. Gore, was less forgiving, notto
math,
science, language teachmore than 10,000 -of those chil- bationary -certification for teachers
age gush's sky-high polls num- minister of Mexico, therefore, you ing that . Bush said the Pakistani
e f what general who seized control in a coup
dren are being taught by men and they send into schools. and the ers — all those that are in short bers Or leave a long-lasting-Timpao. know, you're not ca
'the mat- had brought stability to the region.
. -women with . at best only nine end result is, in special education supply in Kentucky.)
But it •does suggest that the y:6- 'you do. But the trut
And if that doesn't happen and term Texas . governor has
hours of thespeclaliZed education in particular, students aren't being
an ter is you are. whe her you can Bush also said the general has
• :and,training necessary to lead spe- served as they should be and as hundreds of special education class- Achilles:, heel: Unexpected ques- Or 'not, Bush said.
"just been elected," but quickly
es continue to be taught by teach- tions that 'lead to e.mhOrrassirtg
. He also said the president "has Corrected himself.
their parents ought to demand.
cial education instructiOn.
,
And far too often, these emer- ers with little ,training, there ought answers, fueling charge's that-he to have a vision for the world,"
Teaching any subject is no easy
Gore hopes to make the case
gency or probationary special edu- to be a lawsuit by parents of chil- is not ready to 'be president
:mau-er.
. but the damage was already done. that Bush is not up to the lob,
Teaching .high school biology cation teachers are right out of dren who aren't receiving the.edu-''If Bush's rap is going to-Tbe Clinton rubbed salt in the wounds especially when it comes to foror calculus with perhaps only a .college, the youngest and least expe- cation they deserye.
that he • is weak on foreign poli- by telling ..reporters Friday -that eign policy. took
just
It
college-level
such
single
a suit tdeqUal- cy
n91 that foreign policy mat- knowing names is not • as imporcourse in biol- rienced teachers in the school -Bush's team hopes voters will
ogy or calculus would be immea- and. of course, the cheapest. since ize spending ,among wealthy and ters to _voters —this just adds* tant as "knowing what America give him the benefit of the
doubt
surably more difficult
they are starting out at the bot- , poor school disfricts .in Kentucky. the buzz," said Republican con- should look. like."
•
because his father. President Bush,
"That was our line." groused a•
But given the nature of special tom , of the school salary sched- Maybe a judicial order is the only - sultni Tony Fabrizio, who worked
was adept at foreign policy. One
Bush official.
top
for
education classes: teaching chil- ule.
Dole's
Elizabeth'
failed
presiway to make certain children with
adviser called it the "apple not.
Spokeswoman Karen Hughes
siren with those special needs withSo while salaries for school special needs: in Kentucky schools dential campaign. -'
falling-too-far-from-the-tree thing."
Bush should- have been pre- said she was pleased with her
out a vast background, in meeting superintendents in Kentucky are are treated like everyone else. •
There is a threat that Bush will
boss' performance — "You saw a
pared for the sneak attack...
join
legions of other candidates
The intert!iewer, Andy Hiller of leader who was even keel," • Othwho developed unwanted reputaWHDH-TV, is known for . asking ers in Bush's camp said the govtions, exaggerated by the media
aggressive queStions • &id relishes ernor is still learning AO adapt to
and
late-night television comics.
the change from Texa . where he
his role of provocateur.
'
The Independent, London, on peace talks:
Though geographically far apart, the Irish and
Accurate
or not, the perceptions
was
comfortable
with
the
state's
Bush was n4warned because
On opposite ends of the North Sea this week. Middle Eastern disputes have not a little in com'harden with every episode that fits
his aides in Texas didn't know about issues and press corps.
in Oslo and in Belfast. two entirely separate but mon,
One adviser said Bush got miffed their political myths.
Hiller's reputation and were not
oddly similar searches for peace grind on.
Their very intractability reflects a shared menGerald Ford is a klutz.
at
•
Hiller, and lost his train of
alerted by their Boston team.
President Clinton is in Norway to meet the tality of the "zero sum game" — the conviction
Bob Dole is mean. ,
However. the Austin camp had thought.
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak and the Pales- of the negotiating parties that gain by the other
Bill Clinton is loose with the
Republican officials not associbeen preparing , for this kind of
tinian leader Yasser Arafat. in the hope that a sum- side is automatically a loss for themselves, overtruth.
confrontation Ince the spring, when ated with the campaign said Bush
mit on the fourth anniversary, of the murder of looking the fact that the populations that they purAl Gore is boring and exaga few foreign policy gaffes became shouldn't be faulted for not knowYitzhak Rabin can speed progress towards a Mid- port to represent are overwhelmingly prepared to
fodder for Jay Leno Id David ing the answers. hut he should geraks his record.
dle East settlement.
make concessions in the name of a lasting peace.
John McCain has a bad ternLetterman, Bush \cane Greeks have been prepared to ,handle the
At Stormont Castle. meanwhile, Sinn Fein and
Partly as result, both sets of talks are in a curi,per.
"Grecians." Kosovatk•"Kosovoians" situation better.
the Unionists, under the infinitely patient tutelage ous no man's land.
Dan Quayle is stupid. "This. is a, lesson that every
and mistook Slovakia fin Sloveof the former U.S. Senator George Mitchell. are
No breakthrough seems likely, yet no breakt • Quayle. who served as vice
good campaign learns." said An
nia.
once again trying to break the deadlock over arms down will prove terminal.
Knowing somebody would try Fleischer, who' also worked for pr1am under Bush's father, never
decommissioning that now endangers the entire
And, last but not least, in each case the U.S.
to trip him up. Bush was prepared Dole. "It's part of a healthy process recovered from a spelling gaffe.,
(Northern Ireland) peace process.
is involved.
with a reply to any question he where a nominee becomes- battle- Should a presidential candidate be
couldn't answer.
, required to spell "potato"?
tested for all eventualities."
Aides say it went something
Reaction among Democrats was
Maybe so, maybe not.
like this: "Americans don't expect tin xed.
But he better be ready to explain
their presidential candidates to he
stis he can't
Zbigniew Brie/insist former
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 420.71.
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40 or so Luckett family members
MORGANFIELD, Ky. (AP)
A Kentucky family that had six at the ceremony in Morganfield,
brothers in the armed forces dur- where the brothers were born and
ing World War II will be- recog- raised.
All six veterans saw combat
nized du:ing a ceremony at the
Union County Courthouse on Fri- action overseas except for Thomas.
who remained in the states, and
day.
"I've got a very proud feel- all escaped injury. John, who died.
ing," said Thomas Luckett, who in February 1995, was stationed
spent more than two years in the at Hickam Field in Pearl Harbor,
Navy as an operating room tech- Hawaii, when the Japanese attacked
nician attached to the Marines. "I on Dec. 7, 1941.
"The good Lord was, good to
don't know what's going to happen. I'm proud of the fact that us," said Thomas, a Morganfield
resident .who was a Union Counit's happening."
The Kentucky Department of ty judge for 16 years during the
Veterans' Affairs will present Luck- 1960s and 1970s. "He let us sur-•
ett and two of his brothers, Robert vive the Depression. He let us
and Terry, each with a State.f.Cer- survive the war. And now, here
tificate of Appreciation for their , we are."
military service during the war.
e/
OUR
The families of their three deceased
vi
brothers - John Jr., Marion and
CURRENT
fif
Elisha.- each will receive a VA
FLEX II
Presidential Memorial Certificate.
A seventh brother, Lloyd, now
ANNUITY
a resident of Quitman, Texas, was
INTEREST RATE.
drafted during the war but received
a 4-F exemption because of a
punctured ear drum. He was ailing and not expected -to be-among
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Prices as of 9 AM
Price

Company
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Dow Jones Ind. Asg...10641.17 + 43.43
27% +11.
Air Products
46%+%
AT&T
47%
Bell South
56%
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 77%+%.
54% +
Caterpillar
72% -%
Daimler Chrysler
40%.21.
Dean Foods
75% -Its
Exxon
27% +%.
Firstar
53% +1/i.
Ford Motor
133%2/.
General Electric
71% +%
General Motors
22% unc
Goodrich
.36% 21.
Goodyear
B 20%A
HopFed Bank*
IBM
47% +84.
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
22% +%
Kroger
21%
E
LG
76%.+%.
Lucent Tech
13%.%
Mattel
N+%
46,
McDonalds
779
.unc
Merck
89'1 + 2%
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pfizer, Inc.
67%
Quaker Oats
551,-14
Schering-Plough
2'l.unc
Sears
63% -%
Texaco
68'r.
Time Warner
44%27.
Union Planters
27% +%
UST
.56%
Wal-Mart
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
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Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable maintenance fees accumulate wealth for the
future Early surrender charges apply

753-4703

FREE*

2.

Circle the day, date & time you wish to attend Saturday, Dec. 4 at 7:00 p.m
Sunday, Dec. 5 at 4:30 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 5a* 7..00 p.m.

3

Number of tickets requested limit 10 per family please)

Address request to:

ORECK CORD FREE
SPEED IRON
TWO ORIECK VACUUMS :
1
ONE LOW PRICE

SPECIAL
BONUS!
5.

PLUS
THE BONUS CORD FREE SPEED IRON.
Take the Oreck Challenge and see for yourself
why thousands of luxury hotels, offices. airports
and schools insist on the 8 lb Oreck XL.
There's nothing to lose but the hidden dirt
that's embedded in your carpet.
Buy any 8 lb ORECK XL Hotel Upright
with powerful Compact Canister and get the
Cord Free Speed Iron FREE* with purchase

Please send tickets to me for another time if my requested
time is unavailable.
Do not send me any tickets if my requested time is not
available

Reservation requests will be filled in the order in which they are
received. Tickets may be ordered BY MAIL ONLY. No telephone orders
can be accepted. If there are problems in receiving tickets, please call
753-1854 between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 400 p.m. after November 29.
Please order only those tickets which you require so that others may have
the joy of attending Thanks."

"Ws,Sell,the,Selet cseut.5•ervi.c.* the.'Rue
Hwy.68 Near 1-24, Exit 16, Reidiand - 270-898-7301 1-800-599-USEW (8739)
4,1

JU.
,
3 JOCl/10 the SUMOM.102.

641 DISCOUNT
At, BUILDING SUPPLY AO

Onc* noting* LL

-

Almo Country Store & Garden Center
Crawfords BBQ

-

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY • 502-753-7229
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7-5; Sat. 7-12

Begin the holiday season browsing through our gift shop.
Bird Houses • Polly Stone Bears • Indian Items
• Ceramic Angels • Framed Pictures • Dream
Catchers • Much, Much More!
Spec*"
(sun- °I"'

20%Off all concrete

Merillat Kitchen Cabinet Displays
60% Off In-Stock Oak & Birch Cabinets
20% Off Schlage Locks

(painted &
unpainted

•
While there pick up some of our old fashioned Hickory Smoked BBQ

O 0•
•••
•••
•••

Pork BBQ • Chicken (by the half) • Tenderloin • Ribs
Brenda & Gary Crawford wish all ofyou a happy
and safe holiday,season.
Register for
Refreshments
FREE HQ
Intersection of
shoulder to be
will be
given away for
1824 & 464
served.
Thanksgiving.
(270) 753-1934

-•
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Open House • Sunday, Nov. 14
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

open House

lts

THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
MURRAY,KY 42071
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Include a self-addressed stamped envelope, if tills envelope is not
enclosed. then the tickets cannot be mailed
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INSURANCE
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PROMISE

'You pay only 596S S&H

FARM
BUREAU
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Mrs. Barbara Ann Lisanby Anderson

Family to be recognized
for service during WWII

5.50%

Mrs. 'Virginia Eleanor Higginson, 74, Puyallup, Wash., mother of
The funeral for Mrs. Lois Stiles Sparks will be Friday at 1 p.m.
Clifford
Higginson of Murray, died Thursday; Nov. 4, 1999, -herat First United Meth6dist thurclt, Murray.:at
The - Rev Larry:banierW/11
home.
officiate. Music will be by Mrs. Margery Shown, soloist, and Mrs.
She was a member of United Methodist Church of Puyallup, of
Joan Bowker, Organist.
the Association of Retired Officers' Wives, and of Naomi Chapter #I3
Pallbearers will be Sid Easley, Sal Matarazzo, Dr. Jack Rose, Dr.
of the Order of the, Eastern Star. She was serving as worthy matron
Kern Alexander, Ned. Breathitt, Bill Cherry, Mancil J. Vinson and Don
of the Naomi Chapter.
Jones, active; Dr. Hugh Oakley, J.D. Rayburn. Pat McCuiston and H.
Her husband, Marvin Higginson, died in 1996. She was the daughGlenn Doratt_honorary. Burial, wilL follow in the Murray City Cemeter
of the late Robert Jinkins and S lvia Matiox Jinkins of Sedalia.
tety
1;
1 t.
-hAr- had-TiVefriirMfirgiifierd-, y.,
ore moving lo P7yaflii
it
J.H.
Visitation will be
Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m.
in 1974;
today (Thursday) and from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Friday.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Sylvia Wood and Husband,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Dr. Harry M.. Sparks
Fred, Puyallup, and Ms. Lisa Higginson, Chico, Calif.; two sons,
Honorary Scholarship Fund, Murray State Foundation, P.O. Box 9,
Michael Higginson and wife, Margi, Chico, Calif., and Clifford HigMSU, Murray, KY 42071.
ginson
and wife, Bonnie, Murray; one brother, Robert (Buck) Jinkins
Mrs.' Sparks, 88, Whippoorwill Drive, Murray, died Sunday, Nov.
and wife, Jean, Odessa, Mo.; five grandchildren.
7, 1999. at 6 a.nri. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
The funeral is today in Puyalhip, Wash.
.A retired school teacher, she had taught at Murray High, Lynn
Grove and University Schools. She received her bachelor of arts degree.
from Kentucky _Wesleyan. College at the ace Qf 4,0;_yirote shott sto• The funef0-Tor'14s: dixie Fainter will-BF-Friday irEV.
ries and poems; and had uildated .her fathdr's history 2f the David
Stiles family. While, her husband„ Dr. Harry M. Sparks, was president chapel-of Blalock-Coleman Funeral ITO--me. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis
and the Rev. Hugh Barksdale will officiate. Music will be by Stephanie
of MSU, she restored Oakhurst, the president's home.
Hays and Janice Hays.
MurChurch,
Mrs. Sparks Was a member of First United Methodist
Pallbearers will .be Keith Norsworthy, Stephen Norsworthy and
ray Magazine Club, Chapter M of the P.E.O. sisterhood. Daughters of
David
Palmer, grandsons, an'd Charles, Michael and Tim Palmer, greatthe American Revolution, and a member of the Creative Arts DepartBurial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
grandsons.
ment and former member of the Delta Department of, the Murray
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today (ThursWoman's Club.
On June 5, 1934, she was married- to Dr. Sparks who died May day).
Mrs. Palmer, 94, Old Hickory- Road, Kirksey, -diedyeednesday, Nov.
20, 1996. One daughter, gusan -Sparks Nutter, died in January 1985.
10, 1999, at 2:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Jan. 1, 1911, in Maceo, she was the daughter of the late Lewis
She was a.member of Mt. Carmel United Methodist Church, MurStiles and Pearl Long Stiles.
ray/Kentucky
Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired FederSurvivors include two sons, Phillip Stiles Sparks and wife, Katharine,
White Bluff, Tenn., and Harry M. Sparks Jr: and wife, Carol, Ft. al Employees and of Wadesboro Homemakers Club. She had served
as president of the Calloway-County Homemakers--Council.and-hadThomas; one sister, Mrs. Louise Hiatt. Sarasota. Fla.; four grandchilbeen active in the work of the WATCH Center.
dren; one great-grandchild.
Born March 26, 1905, she was the daughter of the late Dempsey
Trevathan and Dora -Cooper Trevathan. One sister, Mrs. Ella Swift,
and three brothers, Wayne, Huell and Kimble Trevathan, also precedMrs. Barbara Ann Li-sanby Anderson, 54. Lisanby Road. Eddyville,' ea her in deatli.'
died Monday, Nov.' 8, 1999, at 12:09 a.m. at Western Baptist HospiSurvivors include her husband, Lowell Palmer,. to whom she was
tal, Paducah.
married on Dec. 6, 1923, over 75 years of marriage; one daughter,'
A retired school teacher, she had taught special education for 29 Mrs. Clarice Norsworthy, and one son, Baron Palmer, all of the Kirkyears' with 23 years having been in Trigg County. She was a mem- sey area; three grandsons, David Palmer and wife, Paula, and Keith
ber of First Christian Church. Princeton, Twin Cities Lions Club, aod Stephen Norsworthy; three great-grandsons, Charles Palmer and
Eddyville Woman's Club, Homemakers' Association, Gideon Auxiliary, wife, Kelly. Michael Palmer and' wife, Stacy, and Tim Palmer; three
Retired Teachers Association, Lyon County Chamber of Commerce 'great-great-grandsons, Justin, Travis and Logan Palmer.
and Democratic Women's Club.
First Baptist Church - Murray, KY
Born Feb. -20, 1945, she was the daughter of the late James GorTHE
don Lisanby and Louise Rogers Lisanby.
FREE TICKET
Survivors include her husband, Donald C. Anderson: two daughters,
FORM
REQUEST
Mrs. Rebecca Lynn Razey, Munster, Ind., and Mrs. Joanne Kay Deinfor presentations on
ert, Schereville, Ind.: one brother. Robert Lisanby and wife, Celia,
Saturday December 4- 7:00 p.m.
The Murray Christmas
Eddyville, formerly of Murray; .stx grandchildren; two nephews; one
Sunday December 5- 4:30 & 7:00 p.m.
Festival
•
1999
niece.
Graveside services will be Friday at 4 p.m. at the Cedar Hill Ceme(Please follow the numbered steps in order to handle
THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL free ticket request
tery, Princeton. The Rev. Cliff Jones will officiate. A memorial service will be Friday at 7 p.m. at First Christian Church, Princeton.
1. Name
Visitation will be at Morgan's Funeral Home, Princeton, from 5 to
8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Phone
Address
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to First
Zip
State
City
Christian Church, 510 Hopkinsville St.. Princeton, KY 42445.

-Mrs. Dixie Palmer

Sams 59., Spe-=.1,-Pr
Maga,y,-,.d.144.-Wedries'day, Nov. 10, 1999_ at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.A retired supervisor of North Shore Gas Co.- in Illinois, he was a
member of St. Joe Catholic Church in North Chicago, J11., and a veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps.
Born -Sept. 12, 1940, in Waukegan, Ill., he was the son Of the late
Paul Sams and Florence Baron Sams. One brother, Robert Sams, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Peggy Sams; two daughters, Mrs.
Patricia Wasmund, Gurnee, Ill., and Mrs. Linda Loch and husband,
Mike, Buffalo Grove, Ill.; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Shelle Acello and
husband, Pat, Lake Bluff, Ill., and Mrs. Megan Maynard and husband,
Magee, Zion, Ill.; one stepson,- Scott (Chick) Maynard and wife,
Cheryl, Zion, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Mary Ann Serkowski, Waukegan,
1114_ seven grandchildren, Matthew and Daniel Wasmund, Jenna Smith.
Pattiek and Lexie Acello and Brandon and Sadie' Maynard. '
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Fortner will officiate. Burial
will follow in a cemetery on his farm.
. Visitation. will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Friday.

In uestments Since /55 I

Mrs. Virginia Eleanor Higginson

Mrs. Lois Stiles Sparks,

Mrs. Rebecca Wells Avery
_
Mrs. Rebecca Wells Avery , 83, Fawnwood Drive, New Concord,
died Wednesday,- Nov. 10,-1999, at 10:10 a.m. at-West- View Nursing
Home, Murray.
She was a member of Blood River Baptist Church. One grandchild
also preceded her in death. Born Jan. 25, 1916, in Halls, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late Dee Wells and Nealie Baker Wells.
Survivors include her husband, C.R. Avery, to whom she was marsited on May 27. 1934; _two daughters, Mrs. Martha ell Norsworthy
- 4nd 441AELdUil1v Jriiy Itliutay,,and__Mrs.._1-inda_Lee_1.4.stac and hus
band, Clint, New concord; one son, William C. Avery and wife, Dell,
Pegram, Tenn.; one brother, Bobby Wells, Birmingham, Ala.; three
• grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Mel Thompson will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8:30 p.m. Friday.

UMBRELLA DECK WATERPROOFING
1 Gal.

58.09

5 Gal.

537.43

Quality Beats Out That "T" Brand And The Price Does Too.
voierey-e•-iea
FREE
INSTALLATION
For Custom
Sizes/Colors
Available
Call Your
Local
COVERALL
DEALER

Starting at
6695.00
Tnm to• n,shed
Standard Features
appearance
20 year landed warranty i

29 gauge STEEL
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Strongest,
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Standing
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20 yr lornded warranty on rust through of framing matonai assuming normal user care & maintename
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'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Today we are observing Veterans Day. "In 1919, President
Woodrow Wilson proclaimed Nov. 11 as Armistice Day to remind
Artferteans of the tragedies of war.---A-4aw,, adopted in 1931i made
the day a federal holiday. In'1954, Congress changed the name
of the holiday to Veterans Day to honor all U.S. veterans,"
according to the World Book encyclopedia.
On this Veterans Day, those of us of the older group, especially remember during World War II and later the Korean
Conflict and Vietnam War when any young man had to almost
anticipate serving some time in the Armed Forces. During these
periods, I remember the late Sen. George E. Overbey saying
"young men have to always know they will have to serve in
the Armed Forces before endeavoring to attain other goals in
life."

•

DONATION MADE - Jody Jones, lett, past master, and Ernie
Ferguson, center, junior warden, accept checks from Jason
Prescott, master of Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and
Accepted Masons. This was from funds collected from public dinners to be given to the Relay for Life for Cancer.

Blood Drive Saturday
The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross and
Wal-Man are seeking blood donors
be a part of the drive to replenish, regional blood supplies in preparation for the upcoming holiday
season.
Persons are asked to -donate,
blood .at the Red Cross Blood
Mobile in the Wal-Mart parking
lot. Murray, on Saturday from IQ
ant. to 2 p.m.
To be eligible to give' blood.
donors must be healthy, at least
-17 years old, weigh at least 110
pounds and not have given blood

MtS

in the last 56 days. A health
review will be conducted. Refreshments and a free limited edition
Buddy Blood Drop beanie-like
baby will be featured at the blood
drive.
Another Red Cross Blood Drive
will be sponsored by .Sigma Pi
'fraternity at the Murray State University i€urris. C.entoar -on 1404,17
and 18 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Free t-shirts will be available.
For more information about
donating or other upcoming bloodmobile visits, call the Red Cross
at I-800-GIVE LIFE, according
td Larry Doyle. Calloway County Red Cross Blood Drive chairman.
••••••••••••••
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

OT41? GRIOT
IN-STOCK

WALLCOKRIric
1)001.; tOL

MURRAY
519 South 12th Street
Next to Days Inn

g

Theatres

•

•

•

•

1008 Chestnut St.
•
• Wednesday. Nov. 10 &
• Thursday, Nov. 11 Only!
•
The Bachelor
•
•PG13 - 7:25 - 9:35

•
•
•
•
•
•

•Pokemon: The First Movie •
•
•
•
•G - 7:00
•The Bone Collector •
•
•
•
•R - 7:20 - 9:45
•
•The Insider
•
•
•
•R - 9:00
•Bringing Out The Dead •
•
•
•
•R - 7:15 - 9:40
•
•
Hill
•
•The House on Haunted
•
•R - 7:05 - 9:15
•
•
•
•The Story of Us
•
•R - 7:05 - 9:10
•
•
•Double Jeopardy •
•
•
•
•R - 7:10 - 9:25
••••••••••••••
• Program Information •
•
•
Call 753-3314
••••••••••••••

270-753-7575

Mary Maddox and Richard Mullins

Maddox and Mullins
wedding to be Dec. 18
Dr. arid Mrs. William E. I'vladdo3L_of-hclueray—announee the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, -Mary Ava Maddox.
to Richard John Mullins., son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mullins of
MurfreesboroTenn.
Ms. Maddox k the granddaughter of Mrs. Ava Skaggs of Mayfield. the late Harry D. Skaggs. and the late Mr. and Mrs. Edgar D.
Maddox of Owensboro.
Mr. Mullins is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. James Mullins of
Ida. Mich.. and the late Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walrath of Highlands.
Mich.
The bride-elect is a 1995 graduate of Murray High School and
earned a bachelor's degree in psychology from Centre College. Danville,
in 1999. She is an .alumna of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority. She is
presently employed by ,Personnel Management, Inc., Bloomington, Ind.
The gnxon-elect is a 1994 graduate of Riverdale High School, Murfreesuatt
boro. and a 1998 graduate of Centre College. He is a
dent *in the chemistry department of Indiana UniVers
- --The wedding N• OW.sv.ill be eichanged On' Saturday, Dec. 18. 1999.
in 13eck, Chapel on the campus of Indiana University, Bloomington.

Orr celebrates birthday
Michaela Layne Orr celebrated
her first birthday on Monday. Oct.
IS. with a special party.
"Tweety Bird" was the theme
of the party held at her home
with her parents. Mike and Jeanne
Orr as hosts.
Twenty-six relatk es attended the
party including her sister. Keisha.
and her grandparents, Billy Dan
and Joan Orr and Marilyn Rule.

Murray State University Rodeo Booster Club will have a special fund-raising event Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon, followed by
the barrel race at 4:30 p.m. The annual auction and Meet the
Rodeo Team will start Sunday at 2 p.m. Items are still needed for
the auction. On Tuesday at 7 p.m. the club will host a dinner,for
the- Rodeo Team with chicken, ham, slaw and baked beans furnished. Each one should bring a vegetable dish and dessert. For
information call Kenneth at 489-2272 or Mary At 1-270-898-7101.

Humane Society plans event
The Humane Society of Calloway County will have its annual
holiday bazaar on Saturday from 9.a.m. to 2 p.m. in the meeting
room of the Calloway County. Public Library. Julie Wilson, cochair of the event, said a large number of crafts, other gifts and
homemade cakes, breads ancl cookies. Donations of baked goods.
craft and other gift items are welcome, but please bring them to
the library meeting room between noon and 6 p.m. Friday. Proceeds will benefit the "Fixed For Life" spay/neuter program. For
info in • tion call 753-5740 or 492-8838.

Home -kers' bazaar on Saturday
Club will have its annual "PotpourHomema
The Potpo
ri Christmas Bazai s Saturday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
community room of First United Methodist Church, 503 Maple St..
Murray. Featured will be homemade baked goods, florals, tole painting, Christmas ornaments, Victorian jewelry, painted textiles, Concessions and more. For information call '436-5502 or 436-5012
•

Horse show on Friday
Wranglers Riding Club will sponsor an open horse show on Friday at 7 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center, College,
Farm Road, Murray. Admission will be $2 with children, 6 and
under, free. For more information call 489-6106.

SUBSCRIBE

"Tiger Night" on Saturday
Murray High School Backboard club will have "Tiger Night"
Saturday from 5 to 8 p.m. at the high school. Admission of $5
per person with a maxim'um of $15 per family will include a chili
supper. The 1999-2000 Tigers will be introduced. All proceeds will
go to benefit Murray High basketball.
‘11(.11kELA LAYNE ORR

Southwest Festival Friday

ee
•
CAN Orrethiseet Cubs

HOW TO REACH US...
BY PHONE

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

MOCCASINS

Ages 0-5

270-753-1916

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

Rodeo Team plans events

Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority
will conduct an indoor fund-raising event to benefit local charities
Saturday from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Senior Citizens- Center of
Weaks Community' Center. Food and drinks will be available for
purchase.

MINI#KTOOKA
s.r,or rrom the Soutnwest

Need Line has listed special items needed to fill the baskets for
the clients. Panty foods needed include macaroni and cheese, powdered milk, crackers and peanut butter. Non-food items include
laundry detergent•and shaving cream. These items may be dropped
off .at the Need Line office on the, bottom floor of Weaks Community Center anytime Monday through Friday. from 10 a.m. to '4
p.m. Need Line is', "a United Way agency.

Alpha Mu event on Saturday

Dial us up anytime between
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
Monday - Friday

Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
-

Need Line lists special needs

Call For OpeningE

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

General Information &
Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info

•

Southwest Elementary School will have its fall festival on Friday from 5 to 8 p.m. at the school. Sponsored by the PTA, the
festival will feature food, games, prizes, etc. All interested persons
are invited.

Presbyterian event Saturday
The annual Holly berry Bake Sale and Tea Room will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at First Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets, Murray. The public is invited to attend.

Martin's Chapel plans event
A holiday event will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Saturday from 7:30 a.m. to noon. Featured will be ham
or sausage and biscuits, crafts, fried pies, white elephant gifts, etc.
The public is invited.

4-H applications due on Friday
LedgerZrimes

PFAFF SERGER SEMINAR

Applications for Mr. and Miss 4-H contest and also 4-H Community Club Recognition Forms should be turned in to the Calloway County Extension Office by Friday. The Mr. and Miss 4-H
Tea will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Ginny Harper. 4-H agent at 753-1452.

[he Homemaker's Annual

Lecture-Demo • Class Fee $5.00
Saturday, November 13
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. or 1:30 p.m.-3:30 pm.

40teuti, atagaz Bazatet

Kathy Childers, educational consultant from the Pfaff
company will be in our store conducting two informative
;erger demonstrations. Come and learn all the new tricks
and techniques in serger sewing.

Nov. 13 8-3
First United Methodist Church
Community Room
503 Maple St. Murray, Ky

N.,•5•41,the,seet- ctietd.ServCc••the.Rear
898-7301 • 1-800-599-USEW (8789)
Paducah, KY
HIGHWAY 68 Near 1-24, Exiit 16
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MSU choirs to present concert
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Holly Bewley, Elizabethtown, Laura Hall, Benton, and Brette
Shaeffer, Murray, will be featured in the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company Dessert Cabaret, Dancefest, scheduled for
Saturday at 7 p.m. The performance will be held in the
Community Room at the North Branch of People's Bank,
located at the intersection of Chestnut and 12th streets
General admission for the performance and dessert is $7.50.
Admission for the performance only is $5. Children under
5 are $2.50 (includes dessert). The evening will conclude
with a drawing for a set of Byer's Choice Original Christmas Collectibles.
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Professor to sign
works at book fair
•

-Franklin Belue, a professor of history at Murray State University, will be among authors
signing their works at the annual
Kentucky Book Fair.
He will autograph the massive
work he edited of Lyman C. Draper's unfinished biography of Daniel
Boone (1734-1820). When- he died
in 1890. Draper, famous frontiei
historian, had collected more than
500 volumes of information about
Boone and the westward movement.
He. worked on the Boone biography for. 40 .years.
Belue has transcribed and annotated Draper's rambling manuscript.
He left Draper's florid, hagiographic
prose but readers should not be
deterred from the real merits of
The Life of Daniel Boone.
It is also a treasury of early
Americana. covering Indian-Anglo
wars and relations, the fur trade.
the British presence and transAppalachian life, flora and fauna. In
addition. the 76 period drawing.
engravings, photographs and maps
offer revealing glimpses of both
whites and Native Americans.
Belue. a widely read scholar ot
early Americana. will also sign A
Sketch of the Life and Charactei
of Daniel Boone and The Long
Hunt: Death of the Buffalo East
of the Mississippi.'
The Kentucky Book Fair - this
,ear is the 18th- runs from 9-a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Nov. 20 at the William
c-•
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Exurn Center on the campus of Kentucky State University in Frankfork. Books are sold at 20 percent off retail price. There's no
charge for admission.
The Kentucky Book Fair is the
state's premier literary event and
one of the largest and oldest ot
its kind in the nation. It annually attracts 3,000-5.000 patron and
sells well over $100,000 worth oft
books: The profits are donated to
mostly public libraries throughout
the state With a demonstrated financial need.

The Murray State Unisersity
Choral Union, University Chorale,
and Concert Choir will present a
"Festival Of Choruses - Celebrating the Joy of Singing" concert
Sunday at 130.p.m.
The concert will be held in historic Lovett Auditorium on the
campus of Murray State UniverTht cynical will opea with
the MSU Choral Union performing •two anthems, "Jubilate Deo,"
by Benjamin Britten and "Hallelujah. Amen" by George F. Handel.
The Choral Union is comprised
of singers from the surrounding
region including Paris and Big
Sandy. Tenn.; Hopkinsville, Cadiz,
Benton; as well as the Murray
community. The singers range in
age from -high school students to
fetifed people.
They rehearse one evening each
week and .come together for the
sheer enjoyment of singing.
Following the Choral Union,
the University Chorale will perform five works- including -Fight
the Good Fight".by John Gardner
from his collection Five Hymns
in Popular Style and two ,madrigals "All Ye Who Music Love"

hie chorus. The Men's Chorus will They include "He Watching Over
perform "Fergus an'• Molly" by Israel" from Elijah by Felix
Vijay Singh. Josh Herndon will Mendelssohn: "The Heavens are
Telling" from The Creation, by
be a featured soloist.
Mark Dycus, choral director at Franz Joseph Haydn; "Lacrymosa"
Calloway High School, will accom- from Mozart's Requiem; "Ho*
pany the choir on classical guitar. Lovely is Thy Dwelling Place" from
The men will conclude with the Brahms Requiem; and to close
"Betelehemu," a. Nigerian Christ- the concert,"Hallelujah"sfrorn Me41
•
•
mas song arlanged by Wendell -slab by_Flandel. _
Dr. Bradley Almquist, director
folksong; • "Bashana Whalum sung in theYoruba dialect.
Hebrew
A
ensemble,
directpercussion
Choral activities and Wurglik
of
LeavHaba'ah" arranged by John
itt. The choir will welcome guest ed by. Dr. Tom Vanarsdel. will will share the podium during thir;
•
artists Jennifer Abanathy, violin accompany the choir. Stephen D. concert.
ca.be
will
feaKeene,
the
to
Louisville,
presented
is
concert
This
The
and Dr. Scott Locke, clarinet.
ebrate the joy of singing. It ft+
University Chorale is conducted tured soloist.
To conclude'the concert, over open to the public. Donations ft)
by Dr. Pamela S. Wurgler. MSU
200 singers will take to the ris- support choral activities at Muicoordinator of music education.
The MSU Concert Choir will ers and perform five festive cho- ray State University will be accepiclose the first half of the concert ruses from the oratorio repertory. ed at the door.
with three spirituals arranged by
Moses Hogan, "Abide with Me."
"Old Time Religion," and' "I. Can
Tell the World." Several student
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)- An News Agency, and Le Phuc, gensoloiAs will be featured.
unusual exhibit of Vietnam War eral secretary of the Vietnam Asso_Following a brief intermission, photographs taken by men and ciation of Photographic Artists.
the Members of all of the choirs women who lost their lives in the
The exhibit of 300 pictures by
will combine in a Women's Cho- conflict has begun
sort
a
homeof
135
photojournalists has been. on
. .
rus and a Men's Chorus. The coming.
display at the Kentucky History
Women's Chorus will sing "He's
Gov. Paul Patton presented Center since Oct. I and has promptGone Away" arranged by Ron Nel- Requiem - The Vietnam Collec- ed emotional responses from thouson and "Pueri Hebraeorum" by tion, to Nguyen Duy Cuong, deputy sands of visitors, many of them
Randall Thompson written for dou- general direct& of the Vietnam veterans of the Vietnam War.

by Baldassaro Donato and "Fa
Una Canzont" by Orazio Vecehi.
etitlil be repsionmganaticinpliod sw
Romantic
The R
resented with the beautiful setting
of "Waldesnacht" by Johannes
Brahms. Min-Kyo Jung will accompany the choir on the piano.
To close this portion of the
concert. the University -Chorale

Exhibit presented to Vietnamese

12-Month Customized

Color Calendar
• Complete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades • Cable Modem Installation
Bring us 12 of your favorite family photos, and
• Networking • On-Site and In-Store Service • Apex Internet Sign-uc
well print in a large
.--/r4----,..,
'
GREAT 4
11" x 17"calendar
Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)
4Ejust for you!
IFT IDEA!!!
211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1111
COPYPIll
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(270)753-7117

1301 Chestrul Street • Murray. KY 42071
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PRIMESTAR
CUSTOMERS

Every Friday Night

1134.I 4.NIaw G4.Co
Early Bird Bingo 6.30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

e."411

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%,75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack sot Eve Weeek

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181
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PECANS
ARE HERE

Since 1940

• Best Wild Shelled Halves & Piece

[kentucky Nut Corporation
• -Munchin" Pecans...Roasted/Salted
Aox 150, Hickman, Ky. 42050 • Custom Cracking Of Your In Shell
• New Chocolate Pecans and Almonds
Phone (270) 236-2662
kynut@apevnet

Roasted Cashews & Popping Corn

Primestar Customers
FREE DISH

sh...

(Mtg. suggested retail
price $149)
Plus 6 Months

We can provide information and coverage for your

W OR • K

America's Top 40
(valued at $1999 per
month)
1 Year Committment
Required
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Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability
Covers your liability and pays up to the policy limits the legal obligations imposed upon you as a result of bodily injury or property damage
sustained by others in an accident involving the insured boat.

Medical Payments

ANTENNA SATELLITE

Pays the medical bills for you, your family or any person, up to thi•
policy limits, for accidental injury sustained while occupying the
insured boat or when being towed while skiing.

NJT , F CCIEVE A FREE DISH NETWORK
5Yricrl , INSTALLED A13SoLuTELY
FREE . YoU AIM GLT 11/ MONT115
or AMCV -IcA't ToP 10 PRoGRAmINc,
BEASUY'S
WIINov
FREE

Physical Damage
Pays for the accidental loss or damage to your boat, motor, trailer.
or boat equipment form practically any cause. Subject to your
selected deductible.

Ask About Shelter's

HOME, LIFE, FARM, BUSINESS
coverages too
www.shelterins.com

Rov, Flo\qE INF(-)yMIVFLON 07MS
GRERT orrEr -

We'll always
be there for you.
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Nturra

Service/
Maintenance
Agreement
Offered for
$24.00 Per Year

Plus: ABC, NBC, CBS, PBS & Fox are Available
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Barkley, O'Neal_
receive ejections

Avant
corm-nits
to MSU

es from both teams rushed to stop it from
By The Associated Press
Shaquille O'Neal and Charles Barkley escalating:
had different takes of the scuffle that led
"For whatever reason, Charles was upset
fb their ejection from the .Lakers-RocketS. and instigated-it," Lakers coach Phil-Jack-son said. "It sure changed the complexO'Neal said Barkley instigated their brief ion of the game, It was an exciting game
wrestling match because Sir Charles was after that."
Glen Rice scored 24 points as the Lakfrustrated by Houston's 0-5 start.
"He did one of his Charles-like things; ers iniproved. to 5-1. Rookie Steve Franhe just didn't want to play tonight." cis led the- Rockets with 26 points. I()
O'Neal said after Los Angeles beat the rebounds and five assists.
In other NBA games, it was Seattle
Rockets 89-88 Wednesday night in Houston. "Obviously, he is, frustrated the way 109,-,Washington 95; Detroit 110, Boston
his team is playing. He wasn't doing 92; Phoenix 104, New Jersey 89; Charlotte 117. Milwaukee Ill; Orlando 110.
much and his team is 0-5."
Philadelphia-105:: Vancouver 142; Atlanta. Barkley claimed Shaq started it all.
"I can't let him hit me and get away 97 in overtirhe; and San Antonio 99, Los •
with it," Barkley said."My grandma would Angeles, Clikers 94.
Pistons itei -Celtics- 92benadar me if I /et -Wm.geFasvay -with
At .Boston, Jerry Stackhouse scored 30
it. I had to defend myself."
O'Neal and Barkley were ejected fol- points as the rested Detroit Pistons finallowing their second-quarter tussle, which ly won after losing their first four games.
started after O'Neal blocked Barkley's layup
After playing four games in five nights.
the Pistons .had three days off before
attempt.
The ball went out of bounds. Barkley •playing the Celtics. It showed as the
retrieved it and then got a slight shove had plenty left in the fourth quarter to
BRAWLING: Houston forward Charles Barkley was ejected from Wednesday's
from O'Neal. Barkley then threw the ball avoid squandering a big lead for the sec89-88 loss to the Los Angeles Lakers after getting into a wrestling match
at O'Neal and the two grappled each
other to the floor as players and coach- • See Page 9
with Shaquille O'Neal.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times 1
Murray State's men's. basIketball program has -TeCeiNed_itS4SCSL7
Commitment of the early signing
period.
According to athletic department
officials at Murphysboro (111.) High
School, standout forward Jamar
Avant signed a national letter of
intent with - the Racers after
announcing his decision at a, press
conference Wednesday afternoon
at the school.
Avant, a_ 614., 215-pound senior, is rated as the No. 76 player in the country by one national recruiting magazine. He was
heavily recruited by nearby Southern Illinois.
During his junior season. Avant
averaged 20 points and Is rebounds
per game last season in -leading
Murphysboro to a 27-4 mark.
The Red Devils' 1998-99 season included a River-to-River Conference title and -a berth in the
Class AA sectional semifinals.
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Phillies get
Ashby in trade
with Padres
By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON,Ky.{AP)— Heading into Saturday's showdown of bowl hopefuls against Vanderbilt, Kentucky's ground
game is running on empty.
In their last two games, losses to Georgia and Mississippi State. the -Wildcats have run the ball 55 times
for a net total of minus-62 yards, including sacks.
In - last Thursday's 23-22 loss at Mississippi State'. Kentucky ran 31 times for minus-13 yards. Halfback Derek
Homer had four carries for five yards, whi* fullback
Anthony White gained just 14 yards on 17 attempts. fumbling once.
While running the ball is never the top priora) in
coach gal Mumme's "Air Raid" offense, even he admitted the Wildcats have to do better, if only to keep opposing defenses honest.
"We're certainly going to try" to run the ball more
effectively against Vanderbilt, Mumme said earlier this
week. "We've got some plans to do it."
Though he was critical of Homer's running style 'earlier this season, Mumme laid the blame for the Wildcats'
recent struggles on his young offensive line: sophomores
Josh Parrish, Nolan DeVaughn and Matt Brown; junior
Omar Smith: and true freshman Kip Sixbery.
"We'se just got to block better up front, that's the
bottom line," Mumme said. "... The last two weeks, we've
just been overpowered in the run game."

• See Page 9
OUT OF GAS: Kentucky head coach Hal Mumme
said the Wildcats' running game is struggling
heading into Saturday's contest at Vanderbilt.

Aikman refuses to
talk about retirement
By JAIME ARON
the game. I still feel like I have
AP Sports Writer
years in me and can continue to
IRVING, Texas (AP) — Troy play."
Aikman used to be flattered by comAll that's been decided so far
parisons to Roger Staubach and is that Aikman will not play SunSteve Young. These days, the com- day when the Cowboys (4-4) face
parisons aren't complimentary.
the Green Bay Packers at Texas
Since suffering his second con- Stadium. It'll be the first time in
cussion in as many weeks — the his career he's missed a game
seventh in his NFL career and because of a concussion.
ninth in his life — Aikman has
He'll decide next week whether
been reminded often that an accu- his head is clear enough to suit
mulation of head injuries con- up that Sunday — his 33rd birthvinced Staubach to retire and that day — against the Cardinals in
Young is being advised to do the Arizona. Four days later. Dallas
same. .
plays Miami at home on ThanksStaubach walked away after 11 giving.
seasons in Dallas. This is Aik"I'm hopeful' that it will just
man's 11th season in Dallas.
be one game," he said. "But it's
Among those leading the calls not -something that I or our docfor Young to retire is agent Leigh tors want to rush."
Steinberg. Steinberg is .Aikman's-tAllman said it would be wrong
agent.
for him to even speculate how
'"It's completely fair and logi- long he'll. be out. An MRI taken
cal to make the comparisons," Aik- Tuesday'came out fine and more
man said Wednesday. "But I think tests are planned this week.
it would -be unfair to think what's
good for one is necessarily good' DRAWING COMPARISONS:
for the other.
Dallas quarterback Troy Aik"I'm trying to make it very man is distancing himself
clear that at this time I'm not from similarities to Steve
considering walking away from Young and
Roger Staubach.

By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer
DANA POINT. Calif. (AP)
Andy Ashby, a twotime All-Star who resurrected his career in San Diego,
was traded to the Philadelphia Phillies on Wednesday
night for three pitchers in a cost-cutting move by the
Padres.
The Padres received right-handers Carlton Loewer, Steve
Montgomery and prospect Adam Eaton for Ashby. The
deal was announced at the general managers' meetings.
, Ashby has veto power over the trade, but said he
would likely accept the deal.
"You hate 'to leave somewhere where you've been so
long and what we've been through there," Ashby said
from his home in Pittston, Pa. "But I knew it was going
to happen.
"It's going to be nice. I hope," he said. "I want to go
back. and definitely help them go where they want to go
and help them win."
The 32-year-old right-hander began his career in the
Phillies organization in 1986. He went 2-8 with the big
league club in 1991-92 and was taken by Colorado in the
1992 expansion draft.
"This is a -homecoming for Andy Ashby," Phillies GM
Ed Wade said. "We let him get by in the expansion draft,
and obviously it turned out to be a mistake on our part."
After going 0-4 with an 8.50 ERA with the Rockies
in 1993, Ashby was acquired as the player to be named
in the final move of the Padres' Fire Sale, coming over
with catcher Brad Ausmus and pitcher Doug Bochtler for
pitchers Bruce Hurst and Greg Harris.
Ashby went 70-62 with the Padres, but is still under
.500 for his career at 72-74. He was 17-9 with a 3.34
ERA as the Padres reached the Wdrld Series in 1998,
then went 14-10 with a 180 in 1999.

Holyfield, Lewis
ready to rumble
By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS (AP) — The way Evander Holyfield
sees it, suspect judging or nefarious outside influences
didn't cost Lennox Lewis his chance to become the
undisputed heavyweight champion eight months ago inMadison Square Garden.
Lewis, Holyfield believes, simply squandered his big
moment.
-Lennox had the perfect opportunity to become the
undisputed champion but he didn't take that chance
because he didn't want to get caught," Holyfield said.
"Some people just don't have the fortitude they need.
Some people aren't ready to get out of their comfort
zone."
Though most ringside observers thought Lewis did his
job well enough for 12 rounds to win an easy decision,
that wasn't enough on a night that was supposed to give
the world just one heavyweight champion.
,Instead, the three judges scored the bout a draw, allowing Holyfield to escape one of the worst performances
of his career to fight again as champion another day.
That day comes Saturday when Lewis and Holyfield
meet in a rematch with different judges, and what Holyfield says will be a much different outcome.
"I. will win," Holyfield said. "I had a bad day,- but
on Saturday I'll have a great day. this definitely may be
one of my greatest- fights."
•
Levo, who frustrated Holyfield from the outside. but

MI See Page 9
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Pat Garrity scored 25 points.
Sponsored By
and Darrell Armstrong had 20 points
The Calloway County Middle School seventh-grade girls and boys basand 10 assists as the Magic overketball teams continued their perfect seasons with a home sweep of Benton
came Allen Iverson's season-high
Middle School Tuesday.
46 points at Orlando.
Brittany Collins scored 10 points and Kelly Taylor had eight points and
Garrity was 10-for-11 from the
six rebounds in the girls' team's 39-20 win over Benton The victory pushed
Nobody can protect your AUTO
field, and John Amaechi scored
the Jr. Lady Lakers' record to 2-0
any better than we can!
Meanwhile, Trey 'linden dropped in 22 points and Adam Renfroe supplied
five of his 13 points in the final
a double-double with 16 points and 16 rebounds in an overtimAtriumph verminute to help the surprising Magic
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY A 753-3415
sus Benton for the Calloway County boys, who are the proud' ownersof a
improve to 4-2 with their third
4-0 slate after weekend wins over Livingston Central and Lyon County
straight victory. Tindell scored 15 and Mark Anderson chipped in eight,against Livingston
LA Lakers
5
1 833 --,NBA STANDINGS
Iverson overcame a slow start
Central, and Tindell (17 points) and Renfroe (12 points and 11 rebounds)
Phoenix
4
1 800 1/2
All Times CST
paced the Jr. Lakers in the Lyon County contest. The, Cailtaray_bOys return
with 36 iLsints in the second- half,
Portland .
80u' 1/2
EASTERN CONFERENCE
to action this weekends a tournament at Graves County.
Inc using , in t e t irs qua
Sacramento
1 500
2
when he made all eight of his
L A Clippers
1
4 2003 1/2
Tip" fans ca'h send off football team
New York
shots and was 4-for-4 on 3-point Miami
Golden State
0
4 000
4
Fans of Murray High School Tiger football--ai-e--invited to meet at the MHS
Wednesday's Games
attempts.
Orlando
fieldhouse Friday at noon for a send off as the team leaves for the playoff
----Saffie1-09 Washington 95 Grizzlies 102, Hawks 97, 01' Boston
game versus Hancock County at 7:30 p.m. in Hawesville
Detroit 110, Boston 92
New
Jersey
The team will leave the fieldhouse at 12:30 p.m by bus, stopping briefly
Shareef Abdur-Rahim had 20 Phtlacieiphia
Phoenix 104, New Jersey 89
4 200
1
at Murray Middle School, before heading to Hancock County A few seats
Charlotte 117 Milwaukee 111
points, 12 rebowids'and nine assists Washington
4 200
1
are still available on the MHS Quarterback Club's charter bus for $30 each.
Orlando 110, Philadelphia 105
as
Central Division
Vancouver
beat
Atlanta
for
the
and the tickets, which include admission to the game, can be reserved by
t. A Lakers 89 Houston 88
1
750
Cleveland
3
first time.
•
calling Joe or Janice Hedges at 753-1176.
Vancouver 102. Atlanta 97 OT
750
1
3
Toronto
Othella Harringtonlad 21 points Charlotte
San Antonio 99 L A Clippers 94
,3
2 600
l'hocnixThasnl'lost-since-drop_ThUr8411.4,_ Garp#s
icbouuds for the Grizzlies,, Milwaukee
2 600
3
Orlando at Indiana 6 p rn
The Murray High School boys' and girls' basketball teams will kick off the
2
2 500
ping its season opener ,at Denver. who had been 0-7 against thevis- Indiana
Toronto at Detroit. 6 30 p in
1999-2000 season with Tiger Night Saturday from 5-8 pm at the MHS gymAtlanta
1
• 4 2002
iting Hawks. Vancouver improved Detroit
The Nets fell to 1-4:
Dallas at Miami 730 p in
4 2002
1
nasium.
Seattle at Cleveland, 6 30 p
Tom Gugliotta scored 18 points to 2-2 with its second straight um. Chicago
0
4 000
The $5 admission ($2 per child: $15 max per family) includes a chili and
New York at Minnesol'a 7 p
WESTERN CONFERENCE
hotdog supper from 5-7 p m and entrance in the raffle drawings at 750
for the Suns, and Jason Kidd added
Bimbo Coles scored 20 points
Friday's Games
Midwest Division
p m Player introductions will begin with the Tiger Stars (grades 1-3) at 5
IS. Stephon Marbury led the Nets and Chris Crawford matched a
New York at Boston, 6 p in
W
L
Pct
p.m and the Little League Tigers (grades 4-6), followed by the Murray MidMiami 1,t Washington 6 p in
New:
with
27
Johnny
points,
while
'career-high
with
18
points
for
the
San
5
Antonio
1
.833
dle School basketball and cheerleading teams at 5 40 p m.
Chicago at Philadelphia 6 p in
Utah
3
2 ,6001
man added ,26.
Hawks, who fell to 1-4. ,
The freshman squads and dance team will be introduced beginning at
New Jersey at Charlotte 6 30 a
Denver
2
2
500
Hornets 117, Bucks 111
6.20 p.m., and in between the Lady Tigers scrimmage at 6.50 p.m and the
Spurs 99, Clippers 94
Phoenix ar Milwaukee 7
1
1
Minnesota
500
Tigers' scrimmage at 7.25 p m , the MHS cheerleaders will be ,ntroduced at
Eddie Jones had 33 points, and
At Los Angeles, Tim Duncan Vancouver
Utah at Sacramento 7 '2
2 500
7:15 p.m.
Portland at Denver 8 p.m
Charlotte overcame Milwaukee's 83 sCored 22 points despite a poor
2
3 4002
Golden State at- Vancouver
0
5 0004
percent shooting iirthe third quar- shooting night "and- -grabbed -17
MSU announces 1999-2000 parking plan
-HOLIS(C.
,
Pacific Division
ter.
reboun'd.s as San Antonio.beat the
With the start of the 1999-2000 Murray State basketball season drawing
The Hornets. who shot 52 per- Clippers.
closer, a few changes have been made to the parking scheme at the Regional Special Events Center.
cent and improved to 3-0 at home,
Duncan was 8-of-24 from the
This season, all upper arena parking surrounding RSEC will be paid parkalso got 20 points from David field. including 1.1 straight misses
ing, while all spaces in the lower lot at, Roy Stewart Stadium will be free.
Wesley and 18 apiece from Bobby at orie point. However, he scored
Also, a new lot on the southwest side of RSEC is currently under conDEERFIELD, 111.:(AP)
Mi- 15 years youngerthan Jordan.
Phills
-and Anthony Mason.
eight points in the fourth 'quarter chael'Thrdan was jtist back to visit
struction and parking spaces will be made available to the public upon its
Glenn Robinson and Ray Allen as,the Spurs overcame the youth- anirplay a little one-on-one -on the
After stay in away from the
completion prior to the Dec. 11 game against Alabama State
"We've done it for a year and we feel like we've found a better way,:
each scored 24 points for the ful Clippersr
Bulls since his retirement last JanuChicago
Bulls'
practice,
floor.
said Racer athletic director E.W. Dennison. "Like all the other schools in, the
Bucks, who came in averaging an
Delek Anderson led. the Clip- ary. fordan finally saw them play in
Another comeback? Hardly.
country, we'll have paid and free parking"
NBA-best 109.8 points.
Pin with 28 points, two short of
:person last Friday in Atlanta. He
••Don't take anYthing out of it
MSU has also enhanced its handicap parking scheme Each lot, both
his career high.
Magic 110, 76ers 105
went into the locker room after the
upper and lower, will have some handicap parking and all spots will be avail• Jordan said Wednesday -after beatto offer encouragement to the
game
able on a first-come, first-served basis. Handicapped fans parking in the
ing second-year Bulls forWard
Stewart Stadium lot will have access to four shuttle buses provided for all
players
and coach Tim Floyd.
, Corey Benjamin 11-9.
'
fans by the RACER Foundation before and after each home game.
"Hallcourt
and
Um
wore
out.
Jordan also was spotted. in a
"Handicap parking is a very serious concern for us and we'll try to accomThe good thing about it. he's wore -eourtside'seat at Madison Square
modate al/ the needs we can with access to parking spots and our shuttle
service," Dennison said.
out more than I am.
Garden earlier this week. watching
the Bulldogs %vas
Additionally, handicapped tans may be dropped off prior to Racer home
The 21-year-old Benjamin, Chi! the Knicks play, the Milwaukee
games using RSEC's circular drive. Fans wishing to drop off a handicapped
Parrish, the Wildcats" right guard, sitton.
caoo• first-nmnd pick in 1998. is
Bucks
fan should enter the circular drive from state Hwy. 121 N.
"They're going to haNe more
said Georgia and Mississippi State
Fans interested in purchasing a space in the new southwest parking lot
were able,to stuff the ground game Aeople in the 'Kos Than you're
should call 270-762-6800.
by jamming their linebackers into.- going to have, so it' you try to
the 'box' that 4tirrounds the line run it into that, it's not good odds.
of scrimmage, creating a mismatch 'he said. " ... It's like playing tugLarge Inventory of
whenever Kentucky tried to run of-war, 'two against .10. It's not a
„deal."
good
the ball.
Residential &Commerical
'With Kentucl
,
cy's receiving corps
top 10 pay-per-view events with
"It seemed like both those teams
• From Page 8
people buying really wanted us to pass the whole depleted by injuries. Bonner. ended
never pressed the attack enough some 1..2 million
,
to knock him down in the first it for their homes. Though TVKO time, because they were really up just 2874-44" passing for 189
fight, is a 9-5 favorite in the Officials- were not making predic- crowding_ the line of scrimmage, yards against Mississippi State.
Mumme said the coaching staff
• Neu, unit sales • Service for most brands • Bags for most hrutds
rematch, scheduled for 12 rounds tions for the rematch, they talked especially Mississippi State," Parat UNLV's Thomas & Mack Cen- ptivately of Siturday's fight sep- rish said, "They were reading the never gave up on the ground game.
Featuring Panasonic & Simplicity
"We tried to run it. we ran 'it
ten Holyfield owns the IBF and ing only 700,000 or so homes. — run really fast."
WBA titles, while Lewis is the
Part of that may be because: 4. Much of the time. Parrish said. in e‘er., series." he, said
WBC champion.
controversy over the decision aside, the Bulldogs didn't even bother
Though Holyfield will try to the fight was generally borings disguising their intentions, walklure him into a brawl, Lewis fig- with Lewis content to stay out- ing their lineb,ackers right up to
ures to fight much the same way side and dominate with his jab while the line as quarterback Dusty Bonner called the signals.
he did the first time and leave taking no chances inside.
the decision in the hands of the
That may happen again, though
"A lot of times, they were
three Nevada judges.
Holyfield is doing his best to try 'Here we are," he said. -They're
"I saw what he did to Riddick and get Lewis to abandon cau- Mississippi State, they 're not realBowe and Michael Moorer in those tion.
ly trying to trick you. They're just
situations where they had him hurt,"
"At some point in time against going to say, 'Here we are, we're
Lewis said. "I'm not going to take the very best you have to take coming after you."'
that chance."
some unnecessary chances," HolyBonner said trying to run against
Lewis, who stands 6-foot-5 and field said
weighed 246 pounds for the first
fight, 31 pounds more than the
6-2 1/2 Holyfield, clearly has the
Cooper Discover
'physical advantages of a bigger
heavyweight. That was more than
HT and AT
evident when the two posed togethTruck Tires
er Wednesday at the final prefight
•50,000
Mile Tread Warranty
press conference.
Holyfield's
heart
has
never
But
been questioned inside the ring,
and most expect a better fight out
400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111
of the 37-year-old than he gave
the first time out, when he complained of leg cramps and other
physical problems.
"I -recognized in the fifth or
sixth round that I wasn't moving
and sbmething was wrong," Holyfield said. "It came down to the
point where I could either quit or
November 14 • 2:00 p.m.
just keep trying. I didn't want my
West
Kentucky Exposition Center
whole career decided by one fight
We will auction the breedings of these outstanding
where people would say I'm a
stallions for the 2000 breeding season.
quitter."
The AP had Lewis winning the
Candies Bad Boy - James M. Jenkins, Hopkinsville,
first fight 117-111, but New JerKY - Black & White - Roping/Trail
sey judge Eugenia Williams, who
Charge A Buck Leo - Anita Washborne, Benton, KY was selected by the !BF, favored
Black & White - Barrel Racing
Holyfield 115-113 and British judge
King's Macho Man - Joey Todd, Murray, KY - Bay Tripp Purdotn, Randy Brandon,Ja
Larry' O'Connell had it 115-115.
Team Penning/Trail
Only South Africa's Stanley
Jim Suitor & Gary Key
Christodoulou favored Lewis, 116P,panita Fantasy - AQHA MSU Equine Center - Grey
113.
- Reining AQHA points
Nevada boxing officials made
5290 Gash
Bill's Sugar Bear - Bill & Rosemari Thomas,
it clear when the fight was
Morganfield, KY - Buckskin - AQHA Roping
Uack After
announced here that they would
Terris
Jesse
&
Ladd,
Paducah,
KY
Lucky
Exclusive
pick their own judges instead of ,
The Sale
- AQHA Sorrel - 3 white socks - Foundation Sire
letting the three boxing organizations pick them. The Nevada AthPeppy Protege - George Banderra, Murray, KY Brown - AQHA Foundation - Cutting
letic Commission Oicked Jerry Roth,
Bill Graham and Chuck Giampa,
Reel's Black Honor - David Alexander, Murray, KY who have judged more than 220
Black - AQHA Jet Deck - Barrel
championship bouts between them.
Mister Blockbuster - Eddie & Lou Huie, Murray, KY
"I'm confident that the fighter
Sorrel/White - Pleasure/Cow
'who wins the fight in the ring
These stallion's 2000 breeding will sell to the highest bidder.
will be the winner," commission
Plus, we will have additional items to be auctioned off:
executive director Marc Ratner said.
Circle Y Silver Head Stall • Country Hams• Hats
Though Las Vegas casinos quicksigned by Rodeo Team • Horseshoe Art Work • Circle Y
- ly bought up all the tickets to the
Silver Breastplate • 4 sets of MSU Rodeo Tickets
fight', and each fighter will be paid
• Saddle Blanket • Toilet Seat Art Work
$15 million, the rematch hasn't
All the proceeds from this auction go toward the scholarship program
come close to living up to the
hype of the first fight.
The first fight ranked ,in the

CCMS girls, boys remain undefeated

artment
I.) High
Jamar
etter of
after
a press
temoon
nd sen'6 playnationHe was
SouthAvant
ebounds
-leading
ark.
-99 sea'er Conin the
inals.

ond straight game.
Paul 'Pierce led Boston with 26
points.
Sonics 109, Wizards 95
Reserve Vernon Maxwell scored
24 points, and Gary Payton added
20 points and tied a career high
with 17 assists as Seattle won at
Washington.
The SuperSonics improved to
4-1 by beatiqg the Wizards for
the 20tb.Unw in 24 meetings:
Richard Hamilton score
points, and Isaac Austin and Juwan
Howard had 14 apiece for Washington, which has dropped four
straight since winning its opener.
Suns 104, Nets 89
Penny Hardaway scored 25
points as the Phoenix Suns won
at
vicNew Jersey, their fourth straight •

Haverstock and Suiter

'

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

a twoDiego,
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by the
Steve
by. The
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said he

er.
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FULL SERVICE STATION
Oil Change • Tune-Up • Starter • Brakes • Tires
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FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753.5273
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IT'S TIRE TIME
• Micheiin • Monarch
• Uniroyal • Laramie
• Firestone
• General
• B.F. Goodrich

HOLLAND
TIRE CO.
East Main • 753-5606

Residential

D ROBERT McoUISTION,Guest photo

BE YOUR OWN BLOCKER: Junior tailback Matt Hinton (43) powers his
way for some of his 60 rushing
yards in Murray's 45-20 first-round playoff win over Russellville Friday at
Ty Holland Field.

4

•Service Repair
Telleiallakcosse/Fax

Open Saturdays Until Noon

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!

• Commercial

753-4736
to, ,

WE DO

,
Liii AND.I
A

Hancock Co.(9-2)

AUTO GLASS...
R R O R S...
WINDOWS!
Quality Glass At Unbeatable

/

Insurance Claims Welcome

753-4527
13LAS
WEST KY GLASS I MIRROR
"Your Auto Glass Specialist"
203 So. 2nd St. (next to Murray Lumber)

eookmanh Murray'underdogs'look
to sting Atwell, Hornets Kentucky Lake
Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Books • Bibles • Cards • Gifts • Etc.
UK & MSU
Die-cast
Car Banks

Beanies
& PLUSH
AVAILABLE
&ea International
Bean4Collection
Court Square • Downtown • Murray • 753-7222

Woodmen offers a wife variety of life
Insurance plans which provide flexibility on insurance protection and tax- r
deferred interest features. To find the
plan that meets your needs, contact:
James D. Parker
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd 8 Maple
Murray 753-8546

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
MOW OFFICE OMAHA NiSPASKA

On the web - trien:.u.notImen.enm

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
When Mark Peach looks at the Murray Tigers. the Hancock County head fOotball coach does not see a team that
would be a 32-point
r
underdog to his fourth-ranked Hornets.
And when the Tigers look in the mirror, they agree with
the man who will patrol the opposite sideline during Friday's second-round playoff game at 7:30 p.m. in Hawesville..
The Litkenhous Ratings in Tuesday's Louisville Courier-Journal list Class A Second District charypion Hancock
County as 32.9-point favorites Over First District runner-up
Murray.
The computer rankings system also considers the Hornets as the 14th best team in the state and second-best Class
A team. 6.3 points behind Beechw()od. The Tigers come in
12th in the Class A ranks. .
But Peach and Murray skipper Rick Fisher disagree with
those findings:.
"We expect a battle: they're peaking at the right time."
said Peach. who watched the Tige-rs beat Heath 42-20 during the Hornets' Oct. 1 ()pen week. "We saw them earlier
this year. but they're a different team now - you can't compare then with now."'•
"We have -gotten a lot better.- Fisher said. "We're playing better football now than we have all season, and that's
what you'strive for come playa-raffle:"
Hancock County's only two losses came at Fort Thomas
Highlands and Hopkinsville. and they defeated four teams
that Murray. also faced - Todd County' Catral, Crittenden
County. Ru—ellville and Ballard Memorial - by an average

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated
Valid at participating stor,., only Not valid with any-oth.,
offer Prices may vary Customer pays sales tax where app!,
cable Our drivers carry less than $20.00 Cash value I/2l)c
Expires December 1999

117 S. 12th Street

Terry & Karen Issacs, Owners

Supporting Our
Home Teams

GO TIGERS
201 S. 3rd

St.• Murray • 753-2911
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Nov. 12, 1999 -- 7:30 p.m.
Hawesville

Seal.
Elect
Olive
Kent
Fnd.
proj•

The
righ
020

AL
Crawl
Fashio
BBC).
Chicke
Chops
Friday
Inter
Open
Chnst
6am-6
Sun. 1

Oil Company

score ot 6.3-13.
The Hornets are led by Mr. Football candidate lra‘i,
Atwell. a.6-2. 94-pound option quarterback stho has utilized Peach's multiple offense to the tune of 1.667 yards and
29 touchdowns rushing and I .g4)1 yards and 23 scores p,;--ing.
Atwell has a 132.6 quarterback rating, averages of 9.2
yards per carry and 31(1 yards of total offense per game and
•
a team-high eight interceptions as a defensive back, including a 101 -yard INT return tor a TI) in Friday's 59-15 home
playoff win over Ballard Memorial.
622 South 4th
Seth Heiler. a 5,9. 155-pound senior Wide re‘eiy et. raNSIMIIIMININIMIIP
caught four of Atwell's live i'D passes against the Bombers
i
and is in the process of rewriting his own school receiving
records, having caught 12 11)receptions this season.
ri•
However. Fisher tfNks the Tigers' game plan tor Han
Atwell
contain
anti
to
lust
enough
could
Count}
do
cock
Flener while exposing some weaknesses in the Hornets de
fensive adjustments..
"Hancock County, has a really- great team, but l really
feel we'll be one of the three hest teams they'll face.Fisher said. "They've got .Some really good players. and
they've been touting that Atwell kid But we think we've
found an edge.
"We're going to try to block them by formation: and get
an advantage by a misalignment and defensively we're go1300 N. 12th St. • 753-4424
ing to run the defense that bits their formation because the}
only do certain plays in certain formations. We feel good
that we're only one of three teams this side of the lakes
that's still ali‘c. and we 'want to keep it close and see what
happens.'"
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
uisph.

Ad Deadlines
Deadline Day & Time

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Line Ads S6 00 minimum I it day 64 per word per day for each additional consecutive day
52 00 extra for Shopper flues Classtfieds go imo
Gunk)$2 Mt extra for blind box AO.

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280•Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

INVITATION TO BID
Sealed bids will be received by the Murray
Electric System of Murray, Kentucky at 401
Olive Street, P.O. Box 1095, Murray,
Kentucky 42071, until 3:00 p.m. local time,
Friday, November 19, 1999, for the following
project:

She might have worked at HT
Even drove a grey Caprice
Suzanne is 50
years old today
Celebrate,jump up & yell
hooray!

The project provides for furnishing security
fence materials, labor, supervision, insurance
and construction, as specified, at the Murray
Electric System office complex site located at
401 Olive Street, and the Murray Electric
System tower site located at 302 Andrus
Drive, Murray, Kentucky.
Bidders shall submit two (2) copies of their
proposals to the address above, along with a
list of recent installations of fence projects.
All bids shall be clearly marked on the outside as SECURITY FENCE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT BID.
The work shall commence as soon as possible
after Bid award. For detailed specifications
of this project, contact David Richardson at
270 I 753-5312.

The Murray Electric System reserves the
right to reject any or all bids.

ALMO Country Store
& Crawford's BBQ
Crawford's BBQ has Old
Fashion Hickory Smoked
BBQ. We have Pork BBQ,
Chickens, Tenderloin, Pork
Chops, Ribs available
Friday & Sat only.
Intersection 1824 & 464.
Open 7 days a week until
Chnstmas. 753-1934. M-F
6am-6pm. Sat. 6am-5pm
Sun 10am-5pm.
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's•Sbe & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Anytimel
DISPLAY Homes Wanted.
siding
windows, patio
rooms, no payments until
March 2000. All credit qualifies. Payments starting at
$89 a month. Call 800-2510843.

FREE Pregnancy
Tests' Life House
7 5 3 -0700
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
complete
ministers,
arrangements,
moon/ family
breathtaking
views
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814.

ROMANTIC
CANDLE
LIGHT
WEDDINGS
Ordained- licensed minis
ters, elegant decorated ful
service chapel, spring spe
cial, secluded honeymoon
cabins. Sat three nights,
fourth free, Gatlinburg,
Tennessee 800-933-7464,
800-WED-RING.
WANTED To Buy! We need
immediately a heavily
wooded tract of land, suitable for hunting. No recent
cutover timberland wanted.
Relator calls welcome.
270-683-0690.

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199
-tree local claim service

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below are a few
monthly preferred rates at different ages for
$4000 policy.
NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
MALE
FEMALE
age 50
$9.84
$8.40

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

Love, Super D & The Gang

HEARTLAND Shuttle.
Inc.
Daily shuttle service to
and from Nashville AirportCall early to make your
reservations...
before the holidays.
270-554-7527.
MACHINE Quilting. Full
$31.50.
Murray
size
Sewing Center. 759-8400.
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlookSmoky
ing
river,
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage, cabins,
Jacuzzi, ordained ministers,
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
http://www.heartlandwedding.corn.

For
Kentucky
AFFORDABLE CASH
Breathtaking rustic log and Homeowners. Credit probelegant
contemporary lems understood. Local
chapels. Specializing in Kentucky leader: refistorybook weddings. We nance, consolidate bills,
provide
photography, lower monthly payments.
improvements.
videography, flowers, for- Home
mal wear, lodging and Payoff land contracts. Self
more. Ministry of love. 800- employed welcome. Apply
free. 800-795-4771.
262-5683.
DEBT Problem" We can
help with Bankruptcy
Mortgages, Business &
Consolidation Loans Call
MALE, late fifties, seeking toll free 1-877-392-1641
female about the same Good or bad credit we
age. Respond to PD Box have a solution
297, Hardin, Ky 42048.
SINGLE, tired of being
alone? Meet available.
singles.
quality
high
Heartland Connections. 1800-879-7385.

Submitted by Billy Harrell,
Commander VFW Post 6291 of Murray, KY
Author Unknown
He was getting old and paunchy and his hair was falling fast,
and he sat around the Legion telling stories of the past. Of a war
that he had fought in and the deeds that he had done. In his
exploits with his buddies, they were heroes, everyone. And 'tho
sometimes, to his neighbors, his tales became a joke, all his buddies listened, for they knew whereof he spoke. But we'll hear
his tales no longer, for or Bob has passed away, and the world's
a little poorer for a Veteran died today.
No he won't be mourned by many, just his children and his
wife. For he lived an ordinary, very quiet sort of life. He held a
job and raised a family, quietly going on his way: and the world
won't note his passing 'tho a Veteran diedtoday.
When politicians leave this earth, their bodies lie in state.
while thousands note their passing and proclaim that they were
great. Papers tell of their life stories, from the time that they
were young. but the passing of a Veteran, goes unnoticed and
unsung. Is the greatest contribution to the welfare of our land,
some jerk who breaks his promMe and cons his fellow man? Or
the ordinary fellow, who in times of war and strife, goes off to
serve his Country and offers up his life'?
The politician's stipend and the style in which he lives, are
sometimes disproportionate, to the service that he gives. While
the ordinary Veteran, who has offered up his all, is paid off with
a medal and perhaps a pension, small. It's so easy to forget
them, for it is so long ago, that our Bobs and urns and Johnnys.
went to battle, but we know. It was not the politicians and their
compromise and ploys, who won for us our freedom, that our
Country now enjoys. Should you find yourself in danger, with
your enemies at hand, would you really want some cop-out,
with his ever waffling stand? Or would you want a Veteran, who
has sworn to defend, his home, his kin. and Country', and would
fight until the end?
He was just a common Veteran and his ranks are growing thin.
but his presence should remind us, we may need his likes again.
For when countries are in conflict, then we find the Military's
part. is to clean up all the troubles, that the politicians start.
If we cannot do him honor, while he's here to hear the praise,
then at least let's give him homage. at the.ending of his days
Perhaps just a simple headline in the paper that might say.
OUR COUNTRY IS IN MOURNING,
FOR_ A VETERAN DIED TODAY.
.
Our thanks to Ralph Baringer who supplied the Notes
wtth a copy of this poem.

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale,
425 Land for Rent or Leat
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

LOST:
Female
dog
Chesapeake
Retriever
Reddish brown in color,
looks like a big Lab. 7594937.
THIS space Is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

1 FULL Time, 1 Part Time.
Computer and typing skills
required. Prior office experience preferred Please
specify which position you
are applying for Send
resumes to:
P.O. Box 1040-C
Murray, KY 42071.
ACCOUNTS CLERK- Full
time, benefits. High school
graduate.
Two
years
accounting or bookkeeping
expenence required; university/ construction experience preferred. Additional
education exchanged for
portion of experience. Two
years college credit, six
hours accounting preferred. Experience with
typing, filing, bookkeeping,
copiers, personal computer
applications
required:
Microsoft Office preferred.
Must possess good communication
skills.
Keyboarding test required.
Salary $6.85 per hour.
Human
Apply
at:
Resources. Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall, Murray, KY 420713312 EEO, WF/D, AA
employer.
ATTN. Mothers and others
Work from hornet Earn an
extra $500-1500 PT or
$2000- 4500 FT per
month Call 877-221-1630
or visit svww.icdesigns com
ATTORNEY
Associate
position for law firm.
Excellent opportunity for
recent law graduate or
experienced
attorney
Resume to: Confidential
#4314. PO box 900121
Bowling Green, KY 42102_

DELIVERY
GROUP
LEADER- Full time, benefits High school graduate,
two years warehouse or
similar work experience
required. Valid driver's
license" required (must
obtain CDL license). Must
write legibly, be familiar
with computers, perform
simple
calculations.
Requires ability to lift 75
pounds; use forklift and
moving equipment; prepare shipping logs, receipt
and transmittal forms
Supervisory experience
desirable. Pre-employment
drug screening required.
Salary $6.85 per hour.
Apply
Human
at
Resources, Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall, Murray. KY 420713312. EEO. M/F/D, AA
employer.

Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
„Thurs. 3 p.m.

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column

DRIVERS, experienced
students needed, CDL
training
provided.
Immediate employment!
Benefits, retirement, up to
40K. You pick the employer, no employment contract. Call now! 800-8426760
DRIVERS, OVER THE
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
sides, late model conventionals. 3 years experience. Start 30C- 33c a
miles + benefits. Call 800444-6648. $1250 Sign-on
Bonus.
DRIVERS, OWNER
OPERATORS- No escrow.
base plate free. equipment
insurance, home weekends. 2500-3000 miles per
week, planned back hauls.
L8 N Transportation, Inc.
800-632-4332. Louisville,
KY.

DRIVER
Home Every DRIVERSNational
Weekend. 97% no touch. Distributors new plan!
Company exp. start up to Singles 30 cpm Teams
33e a mile (Includes .03
.35 cpm TrainerS =25
bonus). Free insurances.
401K retirement. Owner cpm (all miles) South &
Operator- .82c a mile (LIE) West Lanes, conventional
(Includes .02 bonus). Paid tractors Great benefits
liability/ Cargo Inc. Paid 800-334-9677 ext. 596 or
fuel taxes. Optional insur- 522
ances available. Paid toll/ DRIVERS/
OTR
scale receipts. Qualify for
Regional Runs. Weekends
orientation in 2 hours.
EPES Transport 800-948- home, start up to .34 a
mile Run 2500 miles per
6766.
week
Medical, dental,
www epesttanport.corn
DRIVER, CONVENANT 401K+ bonus. Up to $2500
TRANSPORT$1.000 sign on bonus Landstar
Ligon Agent, assigned consign-on bonus for Exp
company drivers 800-441- ventional Call 800-8284394. Owner-Operators, 8338 ext.' 15.
call 888-667-3729 Bud DRIVERS/OTR Paid time
Lines @ home! Receive bonuses
Meyer
Truck
Refrigerated Hauling, Call up to $2,300 the first year
toll free 877-283-6393 solo Competitive pay & benefits, conventional tractors
dnvers and contractors
DRIVER/ Inexp'd... Earn Call Jolliff Trans
up to $35,000. the first 1-800-873-5653.
year! Tuition reimburse- M-F 8-6PM
Midwest
DRIVERS
ment available.
Shorthaul, .30 per mile!
800-237-4642.
Driver Home often! Health, dental
DRIVERS And
Trainees Local & OTR, & life insurance! 401K!
great pay and benefits For Paid vacations' Satellite!
freight!
touch
more information call 800- No
tractors!
Conventional
865-7284
Training available! 800DRIVERS And Teams
596
334-9677
ext.
OTR- Great pay, excellent
www.ndsin.com
home time professional
DRIVERS: Start up to .346
environment, call now 800a mile. Regular raises
441-4953. EOE.
Take your truck home
FUN & Sun. We're hiring every 6-12 days. $800
10 crazy girls/ guys to work sign on bonus. BC/ BS
in the USA for sales. $500 Free life insurance $42416
starting bonus. Can you average yearly earnings
work as hard as you party" Homady Truck Line, 800441-4271.
888-427-4944.

SAY GOOD BYE TO YOUR BOSS!
NOW YOU CAN BE AN OWNER
OPERATOR WITH NO MONEY DON1N:
1997-1999 FREIGHTLINER CONDO
100% NO TOUCH FREIGHT.
SLOW AND POOR CREDIT OK!
EARN UP TO $1,000 A WK. OR MORE'
DO YOU NEED A CDL? 15 DAY CDL TRAINING
WE HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS MORE THAN
26 YRS. CALL 1-800-253-3047

_NOW
HIRING
ASST. MGRS.&
CASHIERS
For' Murphy USA
Kiosk gas station in
Wal-Mart Super
Center parking lot.
Looking for assertive
individuals with
basic math skills.
Excellent starting
salary & benefits.
Please apply in
person between
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
EOE
Drug free workplace
ESTABLISHED
Murray
business seeks outgoing
person for office work
Send resume to 1203-B
Ury, Union City, Tn. 38261
FOOD BUYER, Food
Services. Murray State
University. Position to
begin December 1999.
QUALIFICATIONS:
Bact elor's degree and
three to five years experience in food buying for a
large institutional environment: college, university,
restaurant, military, etc.
required. Strong computer
and interpersonal skills a
must. Individual must be
able to work with a wide
array of people from vaned
backgrounds.
Certified
Purchasing
Manager
(CPM)
preferred.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
Procurement of assigned
goods
and
services;
Determines specifications,
solicits bids or proposals,
establishes or recommends establishment of
orders and contracts and
authorizes and assures
receipt of goods and services; Supervises two to
three student workers
APPLICATION
DEADLINE: November 19. 1999
TO APPLY: Send letter of
application, resume and
names of three professional references to: William
Bennter, Director of Food
Services, Murray State
University, 101
Gums
Center, Murray. KY 42071.
Equal
Education
and
employment opportunity.
MIED. AA employer

ELECTRICIANS Must be
either State certified or
Fayette County License
800-829-6609

The City of Murray has the following job
opportunity:

Salary' for the position (depending on training
and experience) $7.46 per hour minimum.
City of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, retirement plan, longevity,
sick and vacation days.

firk_ Nolday Clan gto.uAv
Sunday, November 14, 1999
from

2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
Social Hall - 503 Maple St.
Do all your shopping in one place. House of
Lloyd Gifts, Christmas Around the World,
Pampered Chef, Longaberger & Mary Kay.
enter through the gla” door :nt the playgroundy

Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the City
Clerk's office located in City Hall at '207 S.
5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you
have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 270762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications is at 5:0(1
p.m. on Thursday, November 18, 1999.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required
of successful applicant.
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Musical

I & 2br apts Starting a BEDROOM in pleasan
SOUTH Eastern Book has 1995 YAMAHA Kodiak
MAIN STREET MUSIC
HAY- horse and dairy qualan immediate opening in 400 4 wheel drive 4
312 Main Street, Murray. $220 per mcnth 11,2 miles home Share large living ity in large rectangular
from MSU Some utilities room kitchen, & bath, w/d, bales
their
customer wheeler with front plow &
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
700- 750 lbs avg
paid Washers & dryers on cable tv. Walk to Hospital Pure alfalfa or alfalfa'
service order entry dept
winch
1995
Picks, etc Hours
Yamaha
premises No pets 767- or down town industry
Candidates should have Timberwolt 4 wheeler Both
10am- 6pm Mon-Fri
grass mix 270-345-2800
9037
excellent phone voice, key- in excellent condition with
$180 plus deposit of $125
9a-n- 3pm.sat._
boarding and 10 key skills only 200 miles on each
1 OR 2br apts near down- utilities included 753-9211
This is a 4 day. 10 hour 1979 Four winds 15ft fibertown Murray starting at or 759-6000
schedule position plus 4 glass run- about with walk
$200/mo. 753-4109
through windshield and
hours one Sat month
2BR Duplex In
Applications and resumes front pedestal seat 70hp 12X60 MARRIOTT 2br, off
Northwood $3751 &
HWY
280
Recently
Mercury motor with 2 gas are now being accepted
2BR, 1 Bath house for rent
one for $425 month
remodeled
New water
Apply in person, or mail to tanks & trailer 436-5944
Stove, refrigerator, washer
753-3964
heater. Includes stove,
PO Box 309 Murray or call 500 GALLON
Propane
Gas beat, $350./ month
duplex,
central
h/a
2BR
--v0400110,i1W753-0732 ext 127
-VGas Tank 489-2896.
NO'
- -pets.
appliances
•A
$5900 759-4231
Coleman please!
"-furni"rPtu
s-- deP"ites
BUILDING
4 Ml
-t of
SALE- No
Available now.
Murray. Call 492-8566.
salesman. Go direct and 3BR., 2 bath C/H/A, W/D, RE 759-4118
IV Childcare
save. 25x30 $1,999 30x40 microwave, some furniture. 2BR, central gas h/a, appli. 2BR, 1 bath, iffirve & refngCLEANING houses is my $2.900. 35x50 $4.300. 14x70 Owner financed. ances furnished $300/eiN erator furnished_ W/D hook
MSU Expo
business Reliable Cal 40x60 $5.300. 40x90 $13.900 270-674-5912 or Coleman RE,
\utii..-Gas heat, 1 month
cell
84'
0403.
$7,300. 47x100 $11.000.
Linda 759-9553
Saturday
deposit. No pets. 753753-9898
290
2905.
EXPERIENCED
House Others. Final clearance
2BR. Duplex
1909-B
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Mobile Homes For Rent
Cleaning
Reasonable Pioneer, 800-286-3196
Westwood Dr. Lease, no 2BR. 2 bath Call Mur-Cal
COMPUTER
with
monitor
Rates 492-6267
753-4444
pets Deposit. 753-8002
Clothes, misc.
,/D
HOME and office cleaning & keyboard. Various pro- 3BR, 2 bath C/H/A,
-- •
1 bath Call Myr-CaI 2BR house on Kirksey
2/3R
Benefit MSU
& books included. microwave, some furniture:- -•753-3802
Reatty753-4444
THwy.'Referentes, nO pets- ----Rodeo
$300 New washer & dryer Very nice. $4350' +MO.
Team.
NEEDED: Someone to
Used less than 1yr. $500 deposit. 270-674-5912 or 2BR. newly redecorated; itt house. Call Joyce
provide after school care in
near hospital References Underwood 898-2340_
753-5884 after 4.
cell. 841-0403.
our home. The hours will
and deposit required. No
3BR, 112 bath. Cute
FIREPLACE Insert With
COACH Estates/ Fox
be 3-6pm. M-F. Please call
pets 753-3415 or
brick house with garage.
Blowers
Meadows,
located
Excellent
the
in
condi759-8621 if interested.
753-0409 weekends
Nice area in town C/1-1/A,
tion. Hot Point refrigerator. heart of Murray's finest resLeave a message.
appliances, hardwood
Available
now
753-2247.
idential communities, offer 3BR
floors $650/ month
WANTED
Experienced
LEAD Guitar Needed for
Appliances
furnished,
-KISS YOUR
CABLE City Police and Fire
Lease. deposit. 559-2842care giver for toddler nursworking band Call
Protection. _Lets with City C/H/A. Coleman RE.
6731 St. Rt. 94W
GOODBYE!"- __Qnly_$69
or 753-8734.
on Sunday mornings &
759418.
Includes 18 Little Dish Water, sewer and trash
Fri. & Sat.
LICENSED PRACTICAL evenings 753-1527 after System 40 channels for pi.;k up furnished. $95. 48R, 2 bath on Diuguid 3BR. brick in country.
4p
.m
Nov.
12 & 13
Available now. Coleman $475/ mo. 753-3787
NURSE
$19.99 a month Toll free 753-3855.
Full time; 3;11 shift &
-?
RE.
a.m.
759-4118
8
ON the lake. Furnished
FOR Rent or Sale. 2BR,
888-292-4836. C.O.D. or
100
PAN; 3-11 or 11-Sat/Sunbrick.
2br.
Rent
negotiable.
16'x60'
2
country.
bath
in
credit
DJPLEX
card.
Holiday
decoraFED
2br.
1
bath
EX
Business
Every other weekend._ .
5 miles from Murray Court 180212 B Monroe Ave. 436-5229
Delivery!.
furniture,
tions,
opnoffullitY
TCContact: House On Paved'road -- $375-. deposit 12 month
LITTLE Tyke big activity
clothing,
toys,
etc
Knsty Weaver, RN @
1 ROOM Office Space climbing
901-782-3245.
lease No pets' 753-8002.
center. $75. 2
762-1591
Utilities included $150 piece big activity boat
DUPLEX 2br. stove &
with HAZEL 28r 492-8526
or pick up application at.
753-7921
cover. $65. Two. 3ft stuffed NICE 1 & 2br Trailers. 270- refrigerator, furnished WD
40'X40' metal building.
WestView Nusring Home
GARAGE
OWN Your Own $1.00 animals by Applause. 474-2046.
hook up , Gas heat. 753gas heat.Located at
1401 South 16th St.
Store or choose apparel, Minnie Mouse & Tweety.
SALE
1790.
406 Sunbury Circle
NICE 14x70 2br, 2 bath
Murray, Ky. 42071.
shoe, western wear, lin- $65. each. Barbie doll
•
Call
436-2935.
1613
The Lane
MAKE
University
Heights
No
pets
753-9866
LOSE those unwanted gerie, bridal, gift. Includes house, 3
sections 2 story,
Apts your home. "Now
a.m.-2
Fri.
8
p.m.
TRAILER
In
Country.
pounds for the holidays! inventory, fixtures, buying lots of Barbies,
clothes,
Available" 1 & 2br rental
$250 month plus deposit
Can 25 million people be trip, traming. Minimum accessories.
Sat. 8 a.m.-Noon
$125. Size 9
References required call assisted apts These are
wrong? Let me help. Call investment $19,900. Call or
Men's, women's,
10 Alexandrite 5 diaapts for families, disabled,
474-8056
877-300-8193.
Liberty 501-327-8031
mond ring. Worth $700.
children's clothing handicapped, senior cit4sour
NOW Hiring waitress &
Take $350 Still under warzens, wheel chair accessiall sizes, maternity
dancers at the Foxy Lady.
Mobile Homo Lula Far Roe 'We. For more info call
ranty. 489-2699.
clothes, household
Paris: TN. No experience
119 Main • 753-6266
270-759-2282. Mon, Wed
SMALL Wood burning
items, gift items,
needed. $500. week, guar- 1
& Thurs 9am- 5pm. 1734
stove, some accessories LOT for rent .492-8488
486
DX2
computer.
antee for Dancers.
shoes,
etc.
For
LOT
Rent'
753-9866
Campbell
$150.
Street.
bed
Factory
For
mat
for
C-STORA
Windows 95
GE
Includes
NOW taking applicationS printer. Internet ready. shortbed Dodge. 489-2357
hearing impaired only call
10x15 storage units, 4th Sr
for assistant management. $200 767-9486
1-800-247-2510.
Equal & Sycamore E Next tc,
STEEL BUILDING SALE:Business Rentals
Must be clean and neat in
Housing Opportunity.
Cunningham Auto Repair
YARD SALE
COMPUTERS!
"Zero 5.000 + sizes. 40x60x14.
appearance. Apply in per753-3571
50x75x14,
MUR-CAL
Apartments
has
(Big)
down' Gateway & Dell $9,094,
BUILDING is1 120ft.X50ft.
son at D&T foods 623 S.
50x100x16.
openings for 1 & 2br apts CREEKVIEW STORAGEComputers! Factory direct $12,275:
concrete block building.
3
miles
north on
4th St.. Murray. Ask to
60x100x16.
Rental assisted. Apply at $20-$40. On Center Drive
with free shipping. Low $16,879:
2500 sq.ft. in sales and
641
speak to Frank only.
Mini-storage 3500 sq.ft. in storage. Gas 902 Northwood Dr. Mon.
Behind Tom's Grille
monthly
payments $18,261.
(Watch for Signs)
OPERATOR & Laborers. Resolved credit problems buildings, 40x160. 32 units,
759-4081
heat and large parking lot. Wed & Fn. 759-4984. TDD
Saturday Only
$16,914. Free brochures.
experienced case back- OK. 800-704-8901.
888-662-2406.
Equal
Buildingl2 41ftX26ft.
7:00 a.m.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
hoes. Apply at 1272 Old GATEWAY
Housing
Opportunity.
Concrete building.
Computers...
Neon Beach
Lots of ceramics, furFern
Valley
Road. Factory direct $0 money Sentinel Buildings. 800NICE 1-2 & 3br apts' or 3Building#3 16ftX36ft
Mini-Storage
niture, decor, tools,
Louisville. EOE Employer. down. Some credit prob- 327-0790, extension 79.
4br house w/washer &
Wood building.
baby things, materniAll Size Units
OWN A Computer?
dryer. furnished, near
lems okay. Pentium-Ill 500- WOLFF TANNING BEDSAll buildings located at
ty, boy's, women's,
Available
Putlt To Work?
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
low monthly payments. Ask Tan at home. Buy direct
701 S. 4th St. Call
men's
clothes,
$25- $75/ hr PT/ FT
about waiving first pay- and save! Commercial/
753-0839 Or 436-2935 for St 753-1252 before 5pm,
shoes. etc.
888-834-8662
753-0606 after 5pm
ment. Call OMC: 800-477- home units from $199. Low
more information.
www.dailycashflow.com
monthly payments. Free
9016.
NICE 'DUPLEX, 2br, 2
MURRAY LOCK
color catalog. Call today
Space bath Fully equipped
OWN a computer? Put it to
KELLERS
& STORE
800-842-1310.
work! $25-$75 per hour.
Various size units
kitchen
COMPUTER PLACE.
including
GARAGE/
Presently has units
Call 1-800-705-3438 ext. 8 New Hardware & Software
microwave. Washer and
Walnut Plaza
available. 753-2905.
YARD SALE
or www.home-biz.corn.
dryer. carpet and tile. Yard
Upgrades &
NORTHWOOD
104 N. 5th
storage
maintenance
Free Estimates
included.
1583
SEASONAL Laborer, men
presently has units avail753-8302 or
Security deposit and lease.
Internet Service
or women. Day shift only.
19" color tv Frigidaire frostMockingbird
able. 753-2905 or 753753-9621
South On Route 121.
No pets.
7-4pm. Apply at RDS. 1909
ree refrigerator Call 7537536
Dr.
753-9240.
436-5933.
Melvin
Henley
Blvd.
4258
Fri.
& Sat.
Store
Hours9a.m.-7p.m. AMANA 15
Murray.
RED OAKS APTS.
cubic ft. chest
7
Mon-Sat.
a.m.-2
p.m.
Special
SECURE Your Future Up
freezer $100. Frigidaire full
$100 Deposit
to 37 cents a mile to start, Visa/ Mastercard Accepted size electric range $100_
Baskets, furniture,
1BR From $280
full benefits, new convenMDM COMPUTERS
Excellent working condi- 1BR apt available. all appli
you name it,
All Sizes Available
ances furnished Mur-Cal
2BR From $325
tionals. great home time.
ON SITE SERVICE
tion Call 753-0645.
we probably
Realty
753-4444
Cali Today!
Regional or OTR drivers New Computer Systems
GE Heavy Duty
have it.
7534668.
.needed call Arctic Express. Parts Upgrades Installs
1BR
apt
6
mi 94E
Washer & Dryer $250
800-927-0431 www arctic- Hardware and Software
Furnished $250• mo
Section 8 Property now
767-0912 after 5 30pm
express.com
Internet Setup
deposit 753-7151
accepting applications for
160
759-3556
SHONEY'S Inn
1BR like new, dishwasher, 1, 2 & 3BR apartments
Pets & Supplies
Home Furnishings
1503 N. 12th St.
w/d,
available
140
now. Please call 753-8221.
EHO
Murray, KY.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
AKC Miniature Dachshund
Want to Buy
LOVE Seat, custom built. 3
Now Accepting
puppies Short hair. Red,
1BR. Low utilities. No pets.
years
old.
Excellent
condiapplications for Desk
805 Doran Rd.
$175. Call 901-247-3727_
CASH paid for good, used tion, only slightly used. $225/mo 753-3949.
clerks, night Auditors,
rifles, shotguns, and pis- Gray, blue & mauve in 2BR Brick Duplex apt. on
AKC miniature Pinchers
Fri. & Sat.
housekeeping and part
tols. Benson Sporting color. $175 Call after 6pm. quiet dead end St. 913
Red and black/rust Some
time maintenance worker.
7 a.m. - ?
Goods. 519 S. 12th 270-759-8975
breeding
stock
Story Ave. Appliances furSINGERS!
Gospel, Murray.
(References
required)
nished.
Collectibles,
C/H/A.
No
pets.
MEDIUM Blue recliner.
Country Call 800-339Pets available. puppies
FURNITURE (Antique or Very good condition. Looks Lease & deposit required.
antiques,
gem
4204 for appointment to
Call 901-593-0061 for
Call 753-7185
Primitive), Collectables. almost new. $75.
come to Nashville and
stones, & much,
prices
and other antiques, 1 piece 1048.
audition for Major record
or all. Call 753-3633.
much more.
AKC
Registered
Chocolate
producers. wwwwcin.ac
Labs. 1st shots & wormed.
Antiques
SIRLOIN Stockade now
Both parents on site. $150.
For the best possible prices
150
hiring daytime salad bar
AKC Registered Miniature
Arleta
EMPIRE
Sofa,
Rose
wood,
since 1958....
attendant
&
daytime
Dachshunds. 1st shots &
For 9•10
excellent condition. $650
cashier. Also night time
wormed. $200. 435-4656.
dishwashers Please apply 18" Direct T.V. Satellite Walnut Victorian marble
DOG
obedience classes or
dresser$275.
in person, located in Bel- Systems. Single system top
at
private Serving Murray 17
Southwestern
motif
rug.
Air Shopping Center
only $59.00. Two box sys2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
years. 436-2858.
5x8,
$150.
Walnut
963
START Your own business! tems $149.00 $00. worth of
(across from Memorial Gardens)
GOLDEN Retriever Puppy.
programming. melodeon. $250. Victorian
Set your own schedule. free
Pottertown Rd.
Male. 4 months old.
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
www.integratedsatellite.co upright piano- walnut with
Control your own income
Wormed & Shots $200.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
800-325-7836_ candelabra- $350. Pump
Sell from your home, at
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Call 474-8340
organ. walnut $500
work, through fund raiser. Restrictions may apply
Antique furniture
Free Delivery • 753-4566
753-4573
REG. English Setter pupBe
an
Avon
plus everyday stuff
pies. "Tricky Dick" champiRepresentative. Call 888from A to Z.
on blood lines $200. Call
On-site Commercial & Residential
942-4053
270-247-5222
TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING
Have you seen an ad for
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
•
Driver Training that looks
GUARANTEED
Home
tired of not getting home?
Join our dedicated fleet
and get home anywhere
between Upper Midwest
(Green Bay, WI) and
Central
KY
regularly
Accepting CO and 0/0
drivers Call 800-633-0550
Call for OTR positions
HIRING IMMEDIATELY!
An aggressive, booming
company is expanding rapidly in this area with several sales position openings
Company paid training.
Exceptional benefit package
Leads provided.
Management
potential
based on men?_ Join a winning team! Enjoy a fun
career
with
unlirnited
income potential. For a
personal interview, please
call Linda lrvan 270-3454---74;00-9.00 P.M.
INSTALLER'S NEEDED
FOR SATELLITE- DSS.
and Dish All of Kentucky.
Must have own truck and
tools. Only dependable
apply. Plenty of work. Call
800-250-7735.

CLASSIFIED

-YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

EASTSIDE

LIC

STORAGE

753-3853

Office

641 Storage
753-5585

GARAGE
SALE

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Permanent
Garage Sale

Wiggins Furniture

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Computer Consulting

YARD SALE

too good to be true? Be
careful It probably is! At
West Kentucky Technical
College we offer a quality
program that goes further
than the bare minimum.
Train
in
Mayfield,
Kentucky!
ASK ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT!!!
270-7444866
EEEO M/F,D
WANTED. Hard worker to
do roofing tabor Work
. temp work
full time .,. _489-6125
WANTED middle aged
lady to stay with 66 yr old
lady Shard expenses,
must drive Call 489-2602

'Cr/
ftre

Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
Upgrades • Training • Networking
• Programming

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

John R. Laffoon
(270) 759-0431
C'rer27!

Metal Roofing

1101 Story Ave.
Thurs., Nov. 11 & Fri. Nov. 12
8 a.m.-4 p .m.
Inside/Outside
Used aquariums 30-10 gal., 5-30 gal. with
accessories, 10 gal. aquariums with tops
for small animals, kerosene heater, gas
wall heater, electric start weed eater, 2-Gscale trains, boat & trailer, some furniture,
baby items, misc. pet supplies, windmills.

Crass)

FREE TENN Lakefront
Starting
Brochure
at
$29,900 Incredible TN
lakefront bargains Minutes
to state parks Great
financing Call now westle
available 800-861-5253.
ext 7083
TENNESSEE
Lake
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900 Beautifully
spectacular
wooded,
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course' Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested
Low, low financing Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext
6041.

1712 Farmer Ave
343R.. 2 Baths. LR writhapiece we gas logs. luIchen.
utility room sof budt-intt,
large den
buill-in oat*
nets, fenced in back yard,
building in back . greet
office or hobby house 7537122

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings.ot "Everyday" Discount Prices
Norwalk •Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball •liniversal -Broyhill
•Pulashi •Rastorvic •Basset •Kesler
S..

M., 11.4.4 4.. le... 1114,44.447 ..

Downtown
Murray

1-800-909-94N4

Free
Financing

YARD SALE DOLLARS
ADVERTISE your yard sale
3 limes and SAVE!

Read The Classifieds Daily!

2108 SW Dr
3br. 2 bath home in SW
Villa Trey ceding in master
bedroom Vaulted ceilings
in !Arm and darting room,
breakfast room, great _
room, tile, lots of windows
extensive landscaping A
garden pond in the back
Will
consider
trade
$155.000 CaU 753-6679
REPO House & Lot 4br, 2
11:1111Lalt Rif114
bath Located 3744 Dunbar
F you live in a late model Road, New Concord $600
mobile home and are rent- down, no closing cost Call
ing a lot, you can own your 1-800-944-3751 ask for
own_for about_the_ same Jeff.
price. Lot sizes 3/4 to 1
UNDER Construction
acre, prices $10,000 to
Murray Area
$12,000, includes water, 3br, 2 full bath 212 car
septic. and driveway. 10 garage 3/4 acre corner lot
min. north of Murray. Also 901-247-5648
lancilhome packages available Call 270-437-4838

•••

*

AMMO

11 TRACTS OF LAND
1991 FORD Explorer. 4X4
7-12 Acre:, per tract_
Good condition $5995
753-4445
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
Used Cars
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please 1977 BUICK 55,xxx miles
view property, review post- .$1500 obo 436-2313
ed data, then please call.
1986 CHEVY Cavalier
270-441-2253.
Z-24 $119: 1990 Saab.
12 ACRES, Woods, pas- 9,000 series $4795
ture. Creek, beautiful.
753-4445
•
$18950 Terms 753-9302
1992 OLDS Achieve S.
3/4 ACRE wooded lots. Auto, P/L, Tilt, cruise.
Close to Murray. Quiet 767-0912 after 530pm.
neighborhood. 437-4062 or
1995 Camaro Red, T-Tops,
767-9787.
loaded
37,xxx
miles
BEAUTIFUL Building sites $9500 767-0599
available. Pick your wood1995 CAVALIER. Blue,
ed hillside choice of
2dr. AIT. AC $3500. 270acreage from 2 on up.
753-0202
Restricted. 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes 1996 FORD Escort LX.
North of town. Call for pri- 2dr. 5spd. 43.xxx. $5500.
vate showing today. 753- 753-1527.
2905.

- Vans

460
Homes For Sale
3BR, 2 bath brick. Central
H/A, fenced backyard_
Immediate
possession.
Low 60's 206 Woodlawn.
759-9246
907 MEADOW Lane. 2br, 1
bath. Large kitchen, utility
room. Nice for a starter or
retirement. Corner lot. 4892754.
AFFORDABLE HOME
Walking
distance
of
Church.
Office,
Post
Grocery, restaurant, beauty shop and good friends.
3br, 2 bath. 1746 SO. FT.
Central gas heat, vinyl trim,
den with fireplace. 801
South 9th Street.
753-5561. 759-1610.

gas

1990 Dodge Caravan SE
Wagon $99500 V6, AC,
PS, PL, tilt, cruise Please
call 270-753-7733
1990 FORD Aerostar XLT
$1200 obo Call
753-5145.
913151ymouth Gran Voyager
SE. V-6, cranberry. dual
doors, rear air, local 1
owner Nice
Asking $16,900
days 759-1429
nights 492-8899

1969 GMC Body only pick
up truck 1986 Cadillac for
parts Call 436-5024
1986 CHEVY truck, 350
Needs a little work $800
BRICK 3 or 4br, 2 bath LR,
753-0062
den, fireplace, 1500sq ft
Double carports, shade. 1988 S-10 4wd PS, PB,
new roof, appliances. Dish CC. Tilt, AC Sliding glass,
753-5493 1394 Radio auto, new tires, delay
wipers. tool box, bed mat
Road, Airno
Clean truck $3500 obo
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
767-9461
2 bath, bnck. Double lot.
1989 Chev 4wd, short bed
town's edge.
Silverado 340 V-8 131,000
Easy financing
miles $6,900 759-4730.
753-4109/ 759-8093
1990 FORD Truck F-150.
Ext cab, lwb. Call
436-2935 or see at
701 South 4th Street.
1995 CHEVY Silverado.
Ext. cab, CD player, tinted
windows. 75.xxx miles.
$15,000 Call 753-0736.
1996 Chev. Ext cab 2wd,
short bed Silverado. 5.7
liter vortec V-8 27,000
miles $17,900. 759-4730.
98 Tacoma ,22xxx miles.
CD player, dual airbags
Manual trans $11,500
OBO 753-8651

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•1009k loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, kPR 8.9% -30 yr. fixed
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett

753-7407
4virvee

airi
MCC1

LINCOLN
I

Highway
45 South

MERCURY
247-9300
I 4100174-0256

F4,
Bankruptcy, Repo, Slow Pay No Prohlern!

I SSon Carh or Trade Down
2 SI 300 Gross Income
Proof of !moraine
4 Proof of Residence
Call Kenny at
s Valid Dnven License
(270) 247-9300 or(NO)1744256
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AAA
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MURRAY Estates Lots for
sale, city limits Private WAREHOUSE Auto Parts
country style living Watch Great prices Huge invenfor our entrance on 94W tory Foreign &
domestic,
Call 270-435-4487 or 1- Shipped direct to you
888-673-0040
800-655-4492
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for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

CLASSIFIED

and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
• 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

One
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Business On A Budget?
voll119When.

Leis olf oftWe.
hbetglass Ioppds $75
TSB-9610 Air 5

WOW
7SS•
SW Dr
in SW
master
Ceilings
roam,
. greet
ng A
back
trade
-6679
of Abr. 2
Dunbar
rd $600
cost Call
ask for

a
21'2 Car

759-1987

SAVE $20

753-1916

Steve at

Master Tire
.is haying a
----II-MY
on 13-, 14. 15'
Tires
Set of 4 from
$1254164 + Tax
Special Hours
During Sale
M-Tu-W 7:30-4.30
Th.-F 7:3041:00
Sat. 7:30-12:00
94 East &
Industrial Road
270-753-7342

mer lot

j

AAA CUSTOM BUILT

rer. 4X4.
$5995.

x miles
2313.
eller
Saab.
95.
hieva S.
ise.
30pm.
, T-Tops,
miles.
R. Blue,
00. 270-

Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages.- -Carports-,-Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Workmanship
-Quality
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
ecks. painting, remodeling. repairs, sidewalks,
etc No iob too small
492-6267

raven SE
V6, AC,
e Please
3
star XLT
Call
5. _
n Voyager
erry, dual
. local 1

Cultiv ator, Snapper Mower & Hardware Misc.

.

APPLIANCE FURNITURE AND HOUSEHOLD
Breakfast Kitchen Set. Coffee Table. End Tables. Pair of Lamps, Couch. Two
Mitgaltrie-Racks, Waster Oicasiortat---etrat Refrigerator- .-3t)- tnuJi RditgC
Fridgidare, Irons. Mixer, Toaster, Clothes Hamper. Black and White Console
'television, Odd Lamps, 1993 Magnavox 19 inch Color Television, Dishes.
Linens, Towels. What Nots, Wall Hangings, Box Deals, And A Lot of Items too
Numerous to Mention.
tin'rio.Wer Note: Mrs. Lamb was 97 years old whet, u he passed away. we will
sell her lifetime collection
Sale Conducted by:

HATCHETT AUCTION
1520 Wilkins Road
Benton, KY 42025
270-527-2044
C.K. Hatchett, Broker & Auctioneer

hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up
436-2867

REAL ESTATE
88.7 ACRES &
PERSONAL PROPERTY
NEAR COLDWATER,KY
Saturday, November 20, 9:00 a.m.
Selling 88.7 acres of prime Calloway County land along with a most unusual
antique tool c(,llection. Mr. J.T. Tidwell will offer this choice property and tool collection at auction.
Local Farm Service agency provisions pertaining to multi partial land sales will be observed.
Land will be offered in 4 tracts (ranging in size from approximately 8 acres to 40 acres), in
combination or as a whole, selling on the manner most favorable to the seller.
Due diligence concerning the property is the responsibility of the potential buyer and any
inspection of the property is invited. Lines on the plat may not be relied upon as the exact
boundary location but only to show the relative location. Even though all information is
obtained from sources deemed reliable, the auctioneer, real estate broker and seller make no
warranty as to the accuracy of the information. Consequently all inspection by prospective
bidders should be made prior to the auction. All announcements day of sale take precedence

only pick
adillac for
024.

Personal Property & Farm Equipment
Saturday, Nov. 13, 1999 • 10 a.m.

Farm Equipment Sells At 1 p.m.'
Super nice 135 Massey Ferguson gas with power 'steering, power spread
wheels, multi-power 7 very low hours showing, good rubber - 3 bottom plow 3 pt. disc - 3 pt. cultivator - 6' rotary cutter - lift pole - reverse pond scoop - 2
wheel tilt trailer - nice Big Bear 4x4 210XL 4 wheeler with front blade - 20 ga.
Remington 870 Express w/Invicta choker - Crossman 2100 classic B.B. rifle
w/scope - nice old military rifle - Stum Rugar 22 with mag cylinder new model
single six - 9MMJ-70 Maharos 2 clips - set of 7.15 .35 M.M. binoculars -gun
holster for 4 wheeler - old Cupie doll - fine unusual old sleepy-eyed doll M&B
Japan - Japanese silk scarves - small bunnett - Old foot locker - old pictures &
trames - old watches - pocket knives - advertising fans - bird pitcher - Aunt
Jemina syrup dispenser - other collector items - smail Warm Morning stove old Coca Cola sign-12) old child rockers - old dresser base - glider chair - knee
hole desk - floor & table lamps - pineapple post twin bed - odd chest & vanity
- 3 piece bedroom suite 7 cedar chest - Sony cassette recorder player txx.nn box
- color t.v. with remote -(2) VCR's - couch & chair - odd chairs - electric lift
chair - hob nail vanity lamps - milk glass - Duncan Phyle coffee table - old
lamp tables - glass door cabinet - kerosene lamp - bookcase - books - set of
encyclopedias - wood cassette cabinets & tapes - round maple table & chairs chrome breakfast set with padded back & seats - nice frost free refrigerator electric cook stove - n)icrowave - washer & dryer -.nice upright freezer - pots
& pans 7 small kitchen appliances - mixing bowls - some old glass & china cookie jar - cordless phone - what not items - Duck bookends - old quilts - blankets - bedspread- sewing box - jewelry cabinet - Bearcat scanner - vacuum
cleaner - window fan = Sears metal detector - wall gun racks - wheelchair &
other home health items - regulation size pool table - straight chairs - kerosene
heaters - 5 h.p. chain drive Mar tine tiller L.T. 14 Snapper riding mower - B.D.
sander - electric solder gun - fishing tackle;rods & reels - bench grinder - small
l'atso stone - log chains - trolling motor - 20' ext. ladder 40 piece socket setother wrenches - fencing pliers - shop hammers - wrecking bars -4 way wrench
- tractor center link - wheel barrow - cast iron bath tub - Old wash kettle - fence
stretchers - old meat box - wind breaker for tractor - metal step stool - gas
power blower - electric screw drivers - pressure spray - metal glider - air tank
- new nails - electric fence box - wix)d fence post - lawn chairs - step ladder wood brace & bits - old tobacco spray - hand & garden tools & much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For
more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

, short bed
-8131,000
9-4730.
ck. F•150.
. Call
see at
Street.
Silveredo.
yer, tinted
xx miles.
3-0736

Murray, KY proceed on Highway 121 North approximately 6
'les to the Coldwater community, turn South on the County Road 1836
(Coopertown Road). Proceed approximately 1.5 miles sale site.(Sale located between
KY highways 94 W. at Lynn Grove and 121 N. at Coldwater on Highway 1836.)

Don't Miss This Investment Opportunity!
There is a lot here and the sellers are ready!
Shown by appointment.
After many years of living near beautiful Kentucky Lake
the Rambos find it necessary to return to Illinois for
health reasons. This is an opportunity to have quiet
country living near the lake.

with frontend loader (tractor recently overhauled from front to rear.), wheel disc, pick-up disc, plow, cultivator, 6 bush hog,
seven scaffold wagons, rubber tire wagon and riding mower.
A partial list of the antique items include: John Deere cast iron emblem, over
30 railroad and other type lantern, cream cans and separator, set of Fairbank platform scales, iron mailboxes and toys, glassware and stoneware (some with advf•r
tisementsi, wooden rake and rolling pins, pottery including Roseville and Hall.
wooden boxes, three wall telephones, over 100 jacks of all sizes, shapes and descriptions, come alongs, wooden planes and draw knives, Maytag ringer washer, fine
antique horse drawn planter with wooden box, broadcast seed spreader, hay hooks,
2 man and 1 man cross cut saws, 2 man chain saw, Standard Oil can, horse tack,
100's of unusual antique wrenches, horse drawn farm implements including a left
handed breaking plow, harrows, cultivator hay rakes, cycle mowers, corn sheller,
anvil, buck saw, broad axes, shop hammers, bullet mold, buggy jacks, bean scales,
grinders, wooden barrel pump, conductor steps, railroad keys and locks, Lucky
Strike cigarette tin, Coca-Cola tins, scoops, tobacco knives and pegs, Maytag oil can,
from very small to one gallon, oil and gas cans, flat irons, oil lamps, washboard,
metal and wooden pulleys, ice saws, spike drivers, churns, wooden butter molds, log
chains and more, more, more....

free Estimate,
.."3 lir

SA,11.e

-.1(97,mmung
:111
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Paul Lamb

Speclulizing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofirtg
&-Roof Rena

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125
4mprr,r-r

an a

4231331
.
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Check Out The Classifieds In The
L-CoCER & TINWS
1001 Whancll • ”c
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SELLING THE ESTATE OF THE LAT!.
EDITH BARGER

Beautiful Antique Furnishings!.!.'
Cumberland Valley Cherry Poster Bedroom sci
Oak-Side-By-Side Sec. Queen Anne Highboy •
Vict. Etigeer' Duncan Phyfe Dining Room Set
with Breakfront Spool Cabinet • Cherry Corriei

W. Dan Farris - CM Auctioneer
Roger Stubblefield - Apprentice
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound of Selling"
Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
P.O. Box 149
Not responoible for sceojenta Announcement. day ol sale take pleterlenre over sill
printed matenal

Not responsible for &tridents Announreinents day aside rake precedence over all printed mitten.

M.S. Construction

(Highway 70.East) and right on Knox Street,

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY

W. Dan Farris - CAl Apclioneer • Roger Stubblefield - Apprentice
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 *Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796

•••••

Sun., Nov. 14th • 1 p.m. - p.m.
379 Knox Street - Huntingdon, 1\

Terms on Real Estate: 20; Down Day of Sale.
Balance Within 30 Days Upon Delivery of Deed.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
It

UCENSED &INSURED

Sat., Nov. 13th • 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

hook-up for a
mobile home. Also on these lots there is a metal shed
and pole barn.

tucky

km'

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Numbers Given Out Starting At

an addition

Terms on Real Estate: 20% Down Day ofSale. Balance Within 30 Days Upon
Delivery of Deed Terms on personal Property: Payment in Full Day ofSale

yfield

Tree Service

ESTATE SALE

Lots #589 &
599 on
Parrish Trail
consist of a 14'
x 70' mobile
home with
sheds and
other
improvements. Lots
#607, 608,
609 and 610
consist of a
mobile home
with an additional room
and basement.
Plus there is

FARM E_QUIPMENT; 504 III Tractor

e
•

tamb Brothers

Saturday, November 13 • 1:00 P.M.

Selling 6 lots, 3 with septic and water for mobile home
hook up. Also selling 2 mobile homes and all improvements including decks swimming pools, and shop building.

LOCATION: From

kett

739-1591

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

Location: From Murray proceed South on Hwy. 121 S.
through the New Concord community, turn left at the Mt.
Carmel Church onto Cypress Trail. proceed to Kline Trail,
turn left onto Kline Trail and follow signs to auction.

fixed

•

By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
hardwood & laminated
floors.
Residential or
ti?
olo
Commercial

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

A

114

Carpet Installation Inc.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

. PS, PB,
ing glass,
s, delay
, bed mat
500 obo

(270)489-2842
Oft l/7
40P/44„-.

From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 West to Hwy.. 783 South.
Follow .5 mile to auction. Watch for auction sign on Hwy. 94
The Clint Black Estate

ruck. 350.
ork. $800.

ink

753-5827
PLUMBING REPAIR SEfi
VICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs. fast service
436-5255

General Contracting
& Remodeling
Specializing in small homes

ESTATE AUCTIeNN

over all advertisements.

cab 2wd,
rado. 5.7
8 27,000
759-4730.
xxx miles.
I airbags.
$11,500.

Emergency Water
_Lemoval, Furniture
rREE shmates
Call Today

Mark Prescott

AFFORDAl3LE all around

A

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

Saturday, November 13th •10:00 a.m.

FARMLAND • EQUIPMENT • ANTIQUES
cod LX.
x. $5500.

1ANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No lob too small
Yes, we clean gutters Pt)
753-2388 or 436-5759
JONES Body Shop still
serving Murray for over 28
years Insurance work wet
Free estimates
come
270-753-0706

-:-ESTATE AUCTION

Hand Saw, Reel '1:pe Mower. Seed
A-1 Tree Service
'- -Sower;Pustr-Pfnw, Pink bight-Fixture. Sewing Box.
Stump removal & tree
spraying.
FORD TRACTOR AND EQUIPMENT
492-8737 or 437-3044
Red Belly 1951 8 N Ford Tractor Two 12 Inch Plows,6 Ft. Sickle Mower/Rovs
Free estimates

Cupboard * Oak Double China Buffet • Cherry &
EMpire Chests * Several Oak Tables & Rocker •
Acanthus Carved Poster Bed • Occasional Chairs
& Tables • Antique Safe • Mantel Clock • Antique
Lamps • Lots of Old Quilts • Roseville & Hull
Pottery • Lots of Redwing Pottery • Beautitul lb
Blue •Game Set • Hand-Painted China -• Old
Pictures & Frames • Mirrors •Old Toys • Lots of
Bnc A Brat: • Collectibles • Appliances •
ALI.ITEMS SOLD AS IS. ALE SALES FIN SI
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AlTIDENis.

FIELDS ESTATE SALES Paul Fields. Memphis,TN (901) 366-91116

I r4-0154
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Carpentry,
ALL
Al
Electrical. Home building
additions
remodeling,
porches, decks Rotten
floors, sagging roofs
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References
Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353
Accept Visa or Mastercard

Drawn Plow, Wooden Box. Single Trees, Brass Hanes, Bndles, Bits, Ashtray
-Stand, Aunt termatt Hordes, Fruit Jars,

o Parts.
invendomestic
you

630

CHIM Chim
COMPLETE HOME
Chimney
FENCING
Sweep Chimney Cleaning Midway Fence Company
REPAIR
.
, SR Discount Tracy Chain link, & custom wood
Specializing in Drywall, 109
Ceramic, Manning 435-4006
Plaster,
privacy fences, installation
Fencing, COLSON HOME REPAIR and repairs at reasonable
Concrete,
with this 2x2 consistency
Carpentry, Additions garages, decks, prices Dickre Farley
Flooring,
ad in classifieds every day for a month for
Water
Roofing, Doors
759-1519.
remodeling, vinyl siding
only $185 and Shopper for only $195.
_
Damage, Termite Damage,
20Yrs experience
FUTRELL'S TN* Service
Fire Damage Servicing
753-5592
Tnmming removal, stump
Call
Most of Western KY 24hr
For Details
D&D ROOFING
grinding, firewood Insured
Otter soils 11/30/99
Emergency Service Free
Call us for all of your roof- 489-2839
Estimates
APPLIANCE REPAIR
ing needs 436-2613
GUTTERS
270-354-5138
Highest
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
Seamless
Cleaning Quality
DAVID'S
CONTRACTING
HOPPER, 436-5848
Roofing, vinyl siding. addi- -Services. "Cleaning" vinyl Aluminum Gutters gutter
-siding
homes. mobile sAr_pplies
-*BPI-AU revesrnew -or tions. dacks. kitchen
homes, boats, brick drive- -Variety of colors Free estirepair Also rock hauling of remodeling, restoration
ways, parking lots, all exte- mates Call West KY
work Guaranteed Quality
all types 759-1039
rior cleaning, acid cleaning Seamless Gutters, 753Work.
25
experiYears
BACKHOE SERVICE
1.ocation: Lois Lamb,582 Chester Road, near Brewer's community.
available David Borders, 0278
ROY HILL Septic system. ence Call l'vaiters
front ardin 641 Intersection take Hwy.80 west (6.8 miles) turn left
Insured,
Completely HANDYMAN.
Contracting,
753-2592.
Roofing
drive-ways, hauling, founordo
'ter Road and go(76) miles to sale.
CUSTOM bulldozing & Mobile. Phone 502-759- Carpentry, Plumbing, Yard
dations, etc. 436-2113.
Work, Porches & Decks
backhoe work, septic sys- 4734.
BETT'YS Sewing Room
Any lob
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
ELECTRICAL
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Custom- repairs- alterCall Danny Paschall.
Horace Sholar.
New construction,
Antique Furniture & Collectibles, Two Library Tables. Spindle Leg Oak Table,
ations Call 270-436-5002
492-8500
remodeling, or lust replacBuggy Lap Wrap or Spread, Homemade, Ironing Board.. Pineapple Three Piece
CUS0c79,yered
CARPORTS for cars and
ing a switch
Bedroom Suite, Antique Rocket:Two Ladder -Back--Cha--C-ain-Rottom-Cbear,-___Epoxy
wee shelvrruckSreciat sizes .tor ing.
Licensed & Insured.
Free estimates.
Cotton Quilt Tops, Knit Quilt Top, Quilt Pieces & Old Quilts'. McCoy Pitcher and
motor home, boats, RVs
753-0834
Interior Solutions
Bowl, McCoy Vase, Claw Foot Chair, Oak Dresser with Mirror, Antique Sewing
and etc Excellent protecEdward Peery.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furMachine, Two lron Beds. Flat Top Trunk, Camel Back Trunk, Wringer Washer.
tion, high quality, excellent
270-753-4499
niture repair & custom
Chums. Small Mouth Jars, Old Bottles, Stone Jugs, Wooden Well Pulley, Horse
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
woodworking 753-8056
Drawn Plow. Six Horse Collars, Wood Burning Stove,Two Double Shovel Horse

Setoin6s

RED Raised rod deluxe
room For LINO. cost
$1100. Asking 8400

630
Services Offered

Offend
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
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Campfire ban
on again at LBL

SUREWAY Tree a stump
Removal insurea wan full
tine of equipment Free
estimates Day Of eight
7S3-Sabl.

ASPHALT
Paving & errallnig
Fie• eaberNiMi
Stilt time as aa boom oid
man water Mb
18 years expenance
Toil kw I -877-644-004,4
L AVINit
sMit
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming. leaf
dipping removal, derhatcrimg. aeration. overseeding
&
ferntization
bed
mulching. Free Estimates
759-9809
VINYL
Replacement
Windows Siding roofing
room trek:boons, plumbing
reparnr---and---imoclnest
repairs Fully insured labor
& material Guaranteed'
759-9414

Make It A Omen
Christmas
Sell your unused items in the classifieds and
20 Woos 6 Days

$12.00

The local Woodmen of the World of America presented a $200
check Oct. 5 at Mr. Gatti's that will go toward the Transitional
Home as part of the fraternal life insurance provider's CommuThity Benefit Program.
—

Organization raises funds
for Transitional House

SAVE 15'.
Ads must be pre-paid
Good for I Ad Only
Offer Expires 12-23-99

YARD TECH
Full Lawn Cara
Dependable & insured
437 477'3

rilly-

During Tune.
inT-Atigrcr, -1999. local Modern - Woodmen of
the World - of America members
raised funds for the Transitional
Home as pact of the fraternal life
insurance provider's Community
Benefit Program.
Introduced this year. the Communit.s Benefit Program - enabled
hundreds of Modern Vs'Ciodmen
amps across the country to help
Lommunity organitanims and small
charities. while growing the meinhership in local camps/lodges.
For each new adult member.
added to a qualifying camp during June. JuI and August, 5.20
was accumulated With 10 new 'local
members. the Murray camp raised
S.20ti for the Transitional Home.

FREE
10 -a good
home
2 adults CATS
both are
house broken
. Coo 759-9215
if interested
serious callers
only

BY FAX
Send us your fax anytime ano
fell us how we can help you'

733-1927
apnoea, into,•*Farpon

S Comments

CiassAsci Advertising

Elumness Advertising info

HAPPN BIRTHDAY for Fnday. Nos
12 1990
Be "we ol your need to he the dnsing
force Ift )0Uf life Siavtgate votti a firm
hand and make what you want happen
You often find others negossr arid
touchy. but you can coax them around
moblerrir l're your ability to commutni.
cite and get your message head to
broaden your influence Neighbors and
relatives play significant roles in your
yew If you are single a relationship
Lakin off in late spring or summer lour
chosen paramour has a jovial nature It
attached, your relationship renews with
the passage of the seasons Ym,u tan make
ii a lot better with a little effort and alien'
tion f•APRIt ORS knows how to draw
you out
The State Show the Kind of Day You'll
S.Dy namit,
4-Positive,
Have
3-Average 2-So-so I -Difficult
ARIES Mach 21 -April 191
••
• Build A project using established
guidelines A cantors wise logical
approach brings kudos Lmphatis is on
iinur image. long•terni projects and
bedding •ss oh an eye to the future ,Clean
up your desk and balance yotr check.
hook Tonight In the limelight
(MAL% iAprii 20-Msy 20/
••*•'lake an oserview, if possible
WWI get plugged into a limited or rigid
point of slew It s important to expand
rather than close down Openness makes
a'•hig difference in how you visualire
Schedule a. class Of NofkliflOp IntreAte
yeuf %loon Tonight -Esicipe needs to
* your mono'
(ZMlti May :1 June
e*• 'tou might not aiii4s)% usicleithanct
olittts their chances us their ac Litmus
Itsorne a psycisittogical detectise dig
lap itilianiation seek otoi he* teuxtinet
Yvw 'reunion-is nab ur *aft a partner
ota motley 1111111rf Tool yow lodgment
liinight Spend urns with a deal tr lend
trilktICLIII 'June 21-July 22)
EC••• Mkt to whets don I gripe
allow • 'Iowa meeting low ssltsy to
"amused others will Off beighterwil if
yysi iittrersor moral iir feral IniAtveft
Ail gm, brit oleos Popularity peaks'
Vito WS easy poll Lion I km sight .of
slikl4 Math goal

Once again all campfires are of sparks or flame could potenbanned at the Land Between,The tially ignite a fire."
Lakes National Recreation Area
Camping -will still he permitted
beginning Friday because of the
although campfires are banned.
risk of wildfires.
Lowe said that campers may conContinuing dry conditions, along
tinue to use lanterns, camp stoves
foliage,
with the dry fall
have
and charcoal grills, but should he
it necessary to ban all campvery 'cautious and make sure all
1 . _LAL,Ascerdins19 Rick
rofs.par
----Torstenrial-rooree
Lowe. manager of Resource
Mancompletely
are
evinguished
before
agement. An earlier ban, which
leaving their campsite. Visitors
began Sept. 17, was lifted when
the area received substantial rain- should also use caution when disposing of lit cigarettes and matchfall.
"We were able to lift the pre- es.
vious ban, hut the rainfall has not
All LBL visitors are asked to
continued and now we have dry
immediately report any wildfires
fall leaves accumulating on the
to the TVA Police or any local
ground." noted Lowe. "Any source law ,enforcement agency.

&'1.1 Nil
1001 Whiffle!! Ave.

liii 1,,iy ;23.-Asig
• * * You feel burdened byyour current responsibilities and work. Stay in
touch with what you want and expect
!rum others You might need to call in the
troops in order to complete y.ork
workers push your buttons and pitch in
Remember sou arc part of a team
Tonight T(ilF with friends
VIK(;()'Aug 2,3-Sept 22i
* * ** Remain sensitise to another.
even tf he is clintrary and you feel he has
tunnel s mon
your energy and
move forward on a. creator project
Don't worry As much about getting
agreement from others Sc your ow n person Tonight Party the weekend in
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22r
* ere Deal with associates. tinances
Oat domestic security You might he
pushing yourselt oft the deep end Listen
to others, get feedback, even it you don't
like it No one can make your life hetter
or more producuse than you can Take
responsibility Tonight Cocoon
%Ut1kPlt lOct 23-Nov 21 ,
Estahhrh communicatom with
**
a touchy person with whom you might
not always agree Your abilities to take
an overview and to establish priorities
make yoo a winner Don t take another's
attitude perronally Recognire a grump
when you see one Toniyhi Out and
:shout
SAGI'llARILS 'so% 22-Dec 21i *•• you cieset
tee results for
your hard Yrof‘. ...nether professionally
or at the. gym Know that whatever you
put sour mind ol %ou con hoe IllkfeASC
your tocurity arid financial *ell-hems
nderstand Mai others sometimes coset
your tree spirited attitude and strength
Tonight Treat 'outwit well
4.APRICONN ,Uet 22-Jan 19,
•le You are rum of yourself. net ,
•••
enhelers. he smart and check ow an idea

"l'he lhe k %W.
at 6 p.m. at Mr.. Cratti's and the
funds will helpfurnish items needed for the homeless • shelter
.Local Modern Woodmen .Camp

CALL THE LUMBER NUMBER 753-6450•CALL THE LUMBER NUMBER 753-6450

Good Hometown
Service from Good
Hometown Folks.

Secretary Molly York says the Community -Benefit Program is another way members reach' out to the
coMmunity. "Helping landies and
supporting communities are important to Modern %Wino)." said
York.
Member-owned' Modern WoodMen of the America. based in Rock
Island, III.. provides life 'insurance.
annuities and service programs to
more than three-quarters of a million Americans. Contact the Modern Woodmen office in Mayfield
at 247-6644 for more information
or check out Modern Woodmen
on the Web at www.modern-wood-

%4qI Hunt iior, I V•kni, Suspend
C•t2;
Judgment and explore Taking a situation
and turning it upside down helps you sec
the world 'from another perspective
Tonight Use that high magnetism to
draw in what you want
AQUARIUS tJan 20-Feb 181
* * * lake a break from it all Do only
what you must You are overly tired and
MSU Rodeo
driven Another does care a lot, but he
Booster Club
has an 0a4 way of showing it Screen
calls, complete work and get a head start - -Murray Exposition Center
on your weekend Make "recharge and
Sat., Nov. 13th — lard Sale
renew - your mantra Tonight Vanish
Murray Exposition Center
while you can
1.1 a.m.-12 Noon
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20i
Sat., Nov. 13th — Barrel Race
** ** Listen to feedback Discuss
1.500 added 4:30 p.m.
what you want from another, even it it is
Murray Exposition Center
difficult Use an important meeting to
network and expand your immediate mar
SSA., .50f. Itoh — Slaw Service Auction
tie There is no such thing as knowing
2:00 p.m. - plus other nem.
too many people Working with others is
Sam., Nov. 14th Meet Rodeo Team
your strong suit Itight- loin the gang
4,310 p.m. - MSU Rodeo will
: he introduced itfc rodeo
BORN TODAY
event demonstrations
fiy mnast Nadia Comanect 119611.
actress Kim Hunter (1922, singer Neil
1194'i

Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture • Accessories

Porter Interior Latex
Flat Wall Paint
#6099

Single Lever
Kitchen Faucet
#1501cH

Weyerhaeuser
White D-4
Vinyl Siding

MYERSL umber Co.
South 4th Murray (270)753-6450

i)3—

8-1 „, 759- 1 Ti

,..„• 1„

CALL THE LUMBER NUMBER 753-6450•CALL THE LUMBER NUMBER 753-6450

f 1/4t

_kw

O&M

\ Li=t
Rifles • Shotguns • Black Powder Rifles

•CREN wELKIND Otiv I
w•opin afisbid
1:rsokond ol MIPS*Of
col kfr appiONINI

All in stock Rifles, Shotguns and Black Powder guns are marked
at all time low price!

ALL SALES FINAL!
All sales subject to Federal Firearms approval

Nov 1111 itOPIO PA his
Nov 13IA'Mil pm Fit
Nov 11111•104110m Sol
Nov 110, 21304410fft

Moro Hour.
Win -Sat. 0:30 a lb
p en
Sun. 12:004 p en

( entral

Shopping Center • Murray, KY
Hwy. 641 N.• 753-8604
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT. I am a 90-yearold woman who continues to enjoy
excellent health even though, despit.
medication, my blood pressure never
drops below 18095. I am currently
taking propranolol and lisinopril.
Should I worry?
DEAR READER: Because of your
age, your complicated question
appears deceptively simple. The
elderly often develop high blood pressure as they age; the hypertension is
necessary to drive an adequate blood
supply through narrowed, rigid arteries. In fact, some authorities would be
satisfied keeping your blood pressure-at its current level with the medicines
you are taking.
On the other hand, disregarding for
a moment the physiological necessity
of higher blood pressure in the very
old. I must confess that I would feel
uncomfortable about your hypertension were you my patient. I'd like to
bring it into the 150/90 range.
Years ago, physicians had, at best,
two or three medications to treat_
hypertension. Today, however, there
are many drugs for this purpose,
including diuretics (kidney stimulants), beta-blockers, calcium-channel
blockers, ACE inhibitors and spin-offs
from these major drug groups. You
are presently taking a beta-blocker
.and an ACE inhibitor. 1 believe that
you could be helped by either an
upward adjustment of one or both
medicines — or by the addition of a
mild diuretic. Ask your doctor about
this strategy. While you do not appear
to be in any immediate danger for
- stroke or heart attack, I think that
your overall health would be even better if your blood pressure were lower.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Hypertension." Other read-

DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

ers who would like a copy should send
As the old military axiom goes,
DEAR ABBY: Never did I think
$2 plus a long, self-addressed,
"Great
courage is required to take a
the
but
for
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017, I'd be writing to you,
seemingly unheroic action."
Murray Hill Station, New- York, NY past few years I have been plagued
ERNEST H. EVANS,
by widows who cannot, drive. How10156. Be sure to mention the title.
LEAVENWORTH,KAN.
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 take several ever, most are not shy when it
medications, each of which causes comes to expecting neighbors to
DEAR ERNEST: I agree. It
constipation. The combination is, as drive them to church, to shop, to the takes presence
of mind to
senior
to
doctor
or
dentist,
the
you can imagine, a real problem. My
remain calm in an emergency,
doctors shrug it off and give me no affairs, etc.
and to weigh whether heroism
What in the world were these
suggestions. However, a gastroenis
prudent.
women
husbands
and their
terologist advised Milk of Magnesia.
**
This causes me to have fatigue and thinking in years past? It's a wellknown fact that women usually outweakness. Any suggestions?
DEAR READERS: This wonDEAR READER: Medicine-induced live their husbands. Did they think derful poem,
written as the closa
automatically
chauffeur
would
constipation can be an enormous chaling remarks for a friend's
husband
died?
Or
.appear
when
the
lenge to treat. As a first step, I would
speech on Memorial Day at a
saggast-inereasing-fibor and- bran in were the husbands stubborn male - veterans cemetery, was sent to
your diet, using potassium-rich dried -- chauvinists—Who refused-WaCeept
me by the author's wife, Marie
fruits (apricots, prunes), trying 6 oz. of the fact that they might go first?
C. Middleton. I think it is fitting
I
loved
item
re:
Who
would
your
hot prune juice with breakfast, and
to print it to honor Veterans
maintaining a generous fluid intake. a man rescue if both his mother and
Day. Read on:
his
wife
were
going
over
the
falls
Some patients are helped by daily
and he could rescue only one? You
Metamucil or FiberCon.
A SOLDIER'S PRAYER
humorously wrote, "... it's so imporby Maj. Gen. James B. Middleton
Next, try a stool softener with or tant for women to know how to
without a laxative. If this isn't effec- paddle their own canoes.” Amen!
Lord, bless the wives
tive, the Milk of Magnesia is a logical Healthy ladies: Lenrn to drive.'
who grieve alone,
choice. I am not aware that this cornThankfully, the new generation
„as_sociated with has all girls and women learning to And comfort the mothers .
who mourn their own.
fatigue and wetkness. Such symp- drive-early. Those no-drive widows
Give solace to the fathers
toms may be the result of prescription are such a pain.
who lost their sons
drugs or of the very diseases for
WIDOW-DRIVER IN ILLINOIS
On foreign shores and in
which you are taking medication.
places unknown.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
DEAR WIDOW-DRIVER: I
have another saying for you: Lord, strengthen the resolve
of we who remain
"You don't have to run to the
DR. GOTT
fire every time you hear a To see that they did not
die in vain.
siren." Perhaps your pain
would be less if you made your*5*
PETER
self less available. I'm sure
To receive a collection of Abby's most
those noncirking widows would memorable - and
GOTT, M.D.
most frequently
try harder to arrange other requested - poems and
essays, send •
transportation if they could business-size, self-addressed envelope,
hear what you're saying under plus check or money order for $3.95
($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby's
your breath!
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
Another thing to consider: "Keepers,"
IL 61054-0447.(Postage is included.)
Not all older widows are good
candidates for learning how to
drive.
**•

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

762°0000
401 N.4th St.
DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE
I NAVE TO WRITE A 12EPOI2T
ON MY FACPRITE COL.CQ,
AND WAY IT'S MY •
FAVOQITE
SOLJNOS
LIKE
FUN

DO 'IOU
HAVE A.
!FAVORITE
COLOR

THERE'S A CETZTAIN
SkADE MS2 DITHERS'
FACE GETS WHEN
HE'S REAL.L.Y MAD
AT ME

PURPLE,
HUH

PURPLE!!

C

I
I

NAIR&

mob,

t
.(

se
I

CATHY
fltlf& BRAND-NEW comPtrrEK
IS OBSOLETE?' MANI I'LL
MARCH 8AGK TO THE STORE
AND DEMAND A REFUND'

THEN Tit MARCH
BACK TO THE STORE AND
DEMAND A TRADE-IN'

WILL
BACK A TWO-MONTH.

VALUE,

USED COMPUTERS
DON'T HAVE MUCH
TRADE IN

OLD COMPUTER.

THEN I'LL MARCH sornc- -1
PLACE WHERE MY LITTLE
VOICE WILL BE HEARD AND
I'LL GET SATISFACTION/1.!

LBETTER BUSINESS BUREAU
REFRIGERATOR.
/...TAKE THAT,
MASHED
POTATOES!!

fail to do so would be fatal,since he
could be forced to win the next
round — and there is now no way
for declarer to establish dummy's
diamonds without allowing East to
gain the lead for the fatal spade
return.
Of course;West must be on his
WEST
EAST
4AQ 653
44 2
toes to jettison the queen under
7 5 4 3 2 the ace, but he can justify the play
V 86
•J 98
•Q 7
by reasoning that if South has the
# 10 9 6 2
4,Q,14
jack of diamonds, the queen is
SOUTH
worthless.
# K 87
However,declarer's proper play
V K 10 9
at trick two is a heart to his king,
•A 6 3
followed by the three of diamonds
4A 8 7 5
toward dummy. If West produces
The bidding:
the queen, South permits him to
West
North East
South hold the trick, and there is then no
1•
Pass
Pass
2 NT
way to stop declarer from making
Pass
at least four notrump.
3 NT
Opening lead — five ofspades.
So let's assume that West plays
Some handshave built-in traps the seven of diamonds onSouth's
to catch the unwary. Here is one three. In that case, declarer goes
such hand, taken from a par con- up with the king and returns a low
test.
diamond from dummy, ducking
West leads a spade, won by East's nine. West is forced to win
dummy's nine, and the question is the trick with the queen,and again
what to do at trick two.
South is certain ofat least 10 tricks.
If declarer plays a low diaThe deal is an excellent illustramond to the ace,which would seem tion. of the great lengths a careful
the normal thing to do, he goes declarer will go to in order to keep
down against best defense. West the dangerous opponent — in this
drops his queen under the ace — to case, East — out of the lead.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
01999 King Features Syndicate Inc
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TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Threading the Needle

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

Owner
Ronnie Melvin

Kentucky Conterem:e Class A
Ten years ago
Murray City Council has agreed Football Team.
Births reported include a boy to
to act as a go between for PlayMr.
and Mrs. David Cunningham
house in the Park to help pull in
and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lee
$20,000 in state funds to assist -the
organization's renovation of the Mansfield Farmer, Nov. 5; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Baker, Nov. k3.
park's depot building.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Hargrove
Alexander
writes
Constance
about Veterans Day in her column, will be'married 50 years Nov. 19.
"Main Street."
Forty years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Murray Lions Club observed its
Donna and Larry McCarty and a 20th anniversary at the Ladies
girl to Michelle and Vanessa.Pow- Night banquet last night at the Mur--et- Nov. 6 --a-boy to Marsha and- --ray Woman's Club-House with Joe
Darryl Morton and a girl to Belinda Pat _James. president, as master of
and WiliiimilawkinK,
a er met
Twenty years ago
sent were Joseph Berry, Ray
Calloway County High School Brownfield. Woodfin Hutson and
Chapter of the Future Farmers of Frank A. Stubblefield. Present were
America received the silver award 165 members, wives and guests.
at the national FFA convention
Mrs. John Sammons, Mrs. Richheld in Kansas City. Mo.
ard Tuck, Mrs. David Henry, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Bulas WilsOn. were Jim Garrison and Mrs. Bryan Overmarried 50 years Nov. 10. cast gave a panel discussion on
Births 'reported include a girl to "Rural and Community Workers'
'Mr. and Nies:- gennie-LW:i4iodt, at a hieeirrirot•-W43.€43---erf:--Firs+
Oct. 27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Methodisi Church.
Ronnie Lampkins, Nov. 5.
Fifty years ago
May Denny presented a lesson
Fifty-five 4-H 'and FFA boys
on "Overcoming Depression" at a
meeting of the Dexter Homertia*rs 5 and thiair fathers were guests of
Club at the home of Irene Mitchu- Murray Rotary :Club at Murray
son.
Woman's Club HouSe'Nov.. 10. All
of the boys are Junior Dairy Project
Thirty years ago
Navy Lt. Cmdr. John T. Vinson, members. and .own -or take care of
son of Jack F. Vinson, is serving one or more registered cows. Colaboard the attack air craft,carrier, lus Johnsoh was program leader.
USS John F. Kennedy at Trieste, ItBirths reported include a boy -to
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Neal Carson,
aly.
Tripp Williams. James Pigg and Nov. 34. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. CoJimmie Brandon, members of.Mur- lumbus Brewer, -a boy. to Mr. and
ray High School' Tiger football Mrs.' William Etherton and 'a girl to
learn, were named to the All West Mr. and Mr.. Rob Marine, No \ 5

DEAR ABBY: With regard to the
letter from "Bound and Boiling," .1
just want to reassure the three
young women who spent the night
bound and gagged in the fast-food
restaurant that, as a political scientist who has studied crime and vio- West dealer.
lence for more than two decades, I Neither side vulnerable.
am firmly convinced that they did
NORTH
the right thing in not resisting.
J 10 9
The risks involved in resisting VAQJ
an armed robbery far outweigh
•K 10 5 4 2
theso.olnotresisting.'
K3

Specializing in General,
Bridgestone, Firestone & Summit Tires

CROSSWORDS

•••••••11b

cubes
38 Work day, for
short
39 — — in
one's bonnet
41 Information
from a
reliable
source
43 — Oil
45 Chalcedony
48 Leaves out
of
consideration
50 Pnnted
cotton fabnc
51 Guide
52 Slender finial
54 — -do-well
55 Music
company
56 Moslem ruler
57 Model Banks

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
THAT VJAS My AUNT Ray
ON THE 12,40NE,I_IZ SAE
OWNS A CORNER SToRE
DOWN NEAR
,, THE OVER\
PASS.

PEOPLE MIGHT THINK
)fiv--. YOU'RE

SHE LIVES IN THE BACK
SHE SAID IF WE WANTEP
To HIT HER PLACE FOR
PtNf4E-R,11
iNot.11..t) BE
C004- •

E-CCEHTFOC

GARFIELD

1 — off the
old block
5 — Paulo
8 To — it may
concern
12 Cry of pain
13 Kind of cross
14 Ms Chaplin
15 Aviator —
Earhart
17 Encircled
19 Yellow shade
20 Plague
21 Spindle for
wheel
23 Bell sound
24 Brown shade
26 Time periods
28 Omelet
ingredient
3) Chemical
suffix
32 Baseoall stat
33 Vowe
sequence
34 Switer.
position
36 Cuts into
1

.6

Cometh"
4 Flower
5 Depot (abbr )
6 Cooled lava
7 "Days of —
Lives"
8 Females
:

7

9

10

11

14

7

1

-

19
3
24

125

J1

-

•

29

27

30

PEANUTS
2

33
_

.

35

34

ANOTHER C-RATION
14A5 SEEN CONSUMED
IN YOUR HONOR

39

42

1

all

14

5

ERNIE WE'LL NEVER
FORGET YOU
__
1Tt

.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times

11-11 © 1999 United Feature Syndicate
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In 1921, President Harding dedicated the Tomb of-the Unknown
Soldier in Arlington( Va.) National.
•
Cemetery.
In 1939, Kate'Smith first sang
Irving Berlin's "God Bless America" on network radio.
In 1965, Rhodesia proclaimed
its independence from Britain.
In 1966, Gemini 12 blasted off
from Cape Kennedy, Fla., with astronauts James A. Lovell and Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin Jr. aboard.
In 1972, the U.S. Army turned
over its base at Long Bihn to the
South Vietnamese army, symbolizing the end of direct U.S. military
involvement in the Vietnam War.
One year ago: President Clinton
ordered warships. planes and troops
to the Persian Gulf as he laid out
his case for a possible attack on
Iraq. Iraq, meanwhile, showed no
sign of backing down on its refusal
to deal with U.N. weapons inspectors.-Israel's Cabinet narrowly ratified a land-for-peace agreement
with the Palestinians.

Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
6 mo.
$37.50
1 yr.
$75.00

1 -- Miner's
Daughter"
2 Actor Cronyn
3 The —

2

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 11, the
315th day of 1999. There are 50
days left in the. year. This is Veterans Day in.the United States, Re,membrance Day in Canada.
Today's Highlight in History:
- On Nov..11, 1918._ fighting in
-World War I ended with the Signing of an armistice between the Al,
lies and Germany.
On this date: „
.
In 1620, 44 Pilgrims aboard the
Mayflower, anchored off Massachusetts, signed a compact calling
for a "body politick."
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outreach effort through local health
During the fall of 1999, the state fair in August.
During the second phase of
departments.
Cabinet for Health Services used
The goal is to make families the opening of school to tell Ken- KCHIP, some 10,I 27 children
enrolled between July 1 and the
aware of KCHIP and other pro- tuckians about KCHIP,
Family Resource and Youth Ser- end of September. The first phase
grams for which they may be elivices Centers, local health depart- that began last year had 10,467
gible.
The cabinet has already spen ments and other organizations hand- enrollees, for a total of 20,594.
For more information about your
t$2.3 million on a statewide tele- ed out applications to students and
vision, radio and newspaper cam- their families. All students in pub- local health department plans. call
paign and other outreach activi- lic schools received a flyer telling the Calloway Health Department
ties_ to educate people about the about KCHIP and various organi- al 753-3381 or Diana Brown,
zatrafs representing educators---KCIlip eeocclinator.
-I48842benefits the may receive.
pre
le
word-ter-their-erh)
that
we
•It
s
won
ve
The services will be provided
For hearing impaired, call Ithrough a Medicaid "look-alike" this kind of money to make peo- ship.
19 for KCHIP inforThe
cabinet
program that will pay for most of ple aware of the benefits they can
information
about
the
KCHIP
at
mation.
to
said
"We
intend
the same services that the Medic- get," Helton
aid program covers including office take full advantage of this opporThe local Modern Woodmen of America held a fundraiser Sept. visits, preventive services and hos- tunity to help Kentucky children."
The money for the outreach
18 and raised $1,600. Those funds, along with $1.600 in match- pital stays. Some of the services
that will not be covered include campaigns became 'available when
ing funds, were presented to LifeHouse of Murray.
non-emergency transportation and- Congress separated eligibility for
.mrtain spesial services pch as medical ere from. other entitleprivate duty .nursing,
•
ment _programs.
Health Services Secretary Jimmy
KCHIP fifst began in July of
Helton announced that more than. 1998 when the Medicaid program
20,000 children have enrolled in was expanded to cover children ages
the KCHIP program as of the end 14 through 18 who lived In famFree Drawings
of September.
ilies with income under the poverNov. 13• 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
& Giveaways
"Many people inside and out- ty line. An estimated 23,000 chilLocal Modern Woodmen Of ber:s hard work. our organization's
Murray
•
Chestnut
of
the
Cabinet have worked dren became eligible for MedicAmerica camp inembets .banded 'Home Office matches funds raised side
403
tocether and extended a helping
up to. 52.500 on approved proj- very hard to get families signed aid coverage under this expansion.
featuring
year round we will be
htnd to The LifeHouse of Murects," said Molly York.- Modern up for KCHIP. This is a remarkIn July 1999, the second phase
variety
For the holidays and
wide
baskets and a
able effort that we want to con- Of KCHIP was introduced, it offered
Woodmen- camp secretary,
ral,
.
homemade candy, gift
_ •
samples.
' - With the help of Modern Wood"And thanks to the hard work tinue," Helton said.
free health insurance coverage to
of K•A•T's favorite
Interested families will be able children birth through age 18 who
men's national Matching Fundproof members, Modem Woodmen's
21-am. rnernliefs from Mayfield- is able to make donations totaling to call a toll-free number - 1-877- live in families with incomes under
raised- funds through a co-ed 'soft-- nearly': $4 million'annually." York KCHIP18 - to get an'application 150 percent of the federal povermailed to them to enroll. They ty line. •
added:
- ball tournament.
'
Modem Woodmen of America. can alio -pick them up at local
For a family of four that would
The fund-raising exent'was held
Family be $25.050 a year. A kickoff event
.departments;
'a fraternal life insurance organ- health
,!ist 18 and raised $1,600.
_ With
proVides life insurance. Resource and Youth Services ,Cen- was, held in June ,with country
I .6004natched by Modern Wood:local Department for Com- music star Naomi Judd to help
men. the 'carrIP. donated • $3,200.. anntljtites and fraternal . programs ters,
munityBased' Services and other promote the Medicaid expansion
of
a
Ahree-quarters
than
.for
mere
total.
.
locations.
and offer training.
' Modern Woodmen members• million, Americans.
The .Cabinet for Health Ser-With:'its honie office in ROck.
The promotion included televifrom Mayfield are part of a nationwide netWork Of camps that annt.t.-• Island. 111.. Modern Woodmen-has vices also announced it is spend- sion and radio commercials and
a camp in Murray that provides a ing about $4 million to fund an posters.
all reaches mit to people and
number of Nol.unteet service and
programs itt their communities with
s'ocial
activilies for local memvarietis fund-raising activitieS.
bers.
In'appreciation for camp.inern'I he Kentucky Children's Health
Insurance Program (KCHIP) will
expand for the second time this
year to cover more children .in
familiA with. income twice the,
poverty level.
The expansion took effect Nov.
I and. will provide coverage to
children birth through age 18. For
a family of four, the annual income
could be-up-to $33,404 to--be

Woodmen&present
funds to LifeHouse

R Special Tribute To The New Millennium'
GERNIANTOWN. K. tAP) -- lucky si* the jail should riimain
Historic preervationists, in ken- in- their state and .in its original
tycky. and Ohio ire at odds over - location on the rolling Mason counwhether a ptantied- Underground , ,ty farmland: They have asked the
..,Railroad museum"- in Cincinnati-. KentuckY attorney - general to deterbe„. allowed to fliOSL a jail , mine whether any law would pre
vent. the jail's relocation..
that -once held slases'
Ernest -Brittob, a spokesman for'
The National.Undergrourid.Railroad4reedom Center, which- is to the Cjncinnati museum, said'
open in 200.3. is preparing to MON e, 'Wednesday he knew 'of no..date
• the Jail from the ,Kentucky 'farm 'for the jail's relocation. *of Ray Es erS. The . jail would
The two-story log jail is housed^
heCorne. one of the centerpiece's of inside a tobacco barn built around
- a about 100 years ago,- in an
the $80 Million trinseum.
"Who's goingao see this in the apparent* effort to make' uq• of the.
Iiiiddle ,of. - an alfalfa field' ,said. old structure. The .jail.- about 25
Carl Westmoreland. of the Under-, feet high and '25 feet.across: still
...round Railroad museum'S Cincintz- has thick . black bars'. on the win. natl. staff. -How are 'we going to dows and iron rings on the walls
'learn from it if we can't let peo- and floor.
ple see it?
The Cincinnati museum signed
'
"This place. this terrible place. a contract with Evers last year
has a story to tell.” he said. "It that stipulates the museum can
must be seen, it must be experi- have the slave jail as long as it
enced,. or the lesson is lost. And pays for the move and replaces
then what happened here is lost." the barn, which will have to be
But preservation acti% ists in Ken- torn down.

Biology books to come with
disclaimer in Oklahoma
A state
Tl I.S.A. Okla. (AP)
committee has voted to require a
disclaimer in new biology textbooks
saying evolution is a_ "controversial theory."
Last week's decision by the
Oklahoma State Textbook Committee makes Oklahoma the latest
state to officially challenge the
way evolution,is taught.
This summer the Kansas Board
of Education passed new testing
standards, minimizing the importance of evolution. And last month,
Kentucky's Education Department.
deleted the -word -evolution" frotii
its standards, replacing it with
-change over time."
The Oklahoma panel is charged
with screening textbooks for the
state's 540 public school districts.
Districts may purchase only books
approved by the committee.

Committee member John Dickmann, who introduced the disclaimer. Said it was added because
biology texts do not give enough
attention to alternate explanations
of the development of life.
-Some of us on the committee
wanted to send a strong statement
to the publishers that we are fed
up with textbooks that only present one side of the story," said
Dickmann. a middle school teacher.
The theory of evolution • holds
that today's species evolved from
more primitive ones. Some people think creationism should be
taught in schools. Creationism is
the belief that a divine power created the universe in six days. •
State Superintendent Sandy Garrett expressed annoyance at 'the
panel's action and said, -We are
concerned ... and are looking into
it further."
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